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Rob Mildren MA

FOREWORD AND SUMMARY OF THE YEAR 2002-2003

To the Rt Hon The First Minister and the Lord President of the Court of Session
I have the honour to present this report on the work of the National Archives of Scotland for the
year 1 April 2002 to 31 March 2003.
This has been a year of continuing change and development. Following the priorities identified in
our strategic plan, the first of which is finding out what our customers want, we carried out an
extensive survey of users of the Historical and West Search Rooms. This revealed that extended
opening hours, computerised cataloguing, and faster production of records and copies, were the
most important priorities for our customers. The new computer catalogue, eCat, a trial extension of
opening hours on Thursday evenings, and an improved van service between our three buildings,
have all helped to meet these needs.
A second strategic priority is to manage the bulk of records coming to us. We worked with the
Scottish Court Service on a new retention schedule for sheriff court records, which make up the
largest bulk of our intake, and we continued programmes to discard ephemeral court records,
which yielded space savings of up to 80%.
A further strategic priority is to develop learning materials based on the records. As well as
completing major input of digital images of documents and explanatory texts for the Resources
for Learning in Scotland project, we started Scottish Archives for Schools, a project we are
leading with SE Education Department and Learning and Teaching Scotland. A teacher from North
Lanarkshire joined us in January 2003 and began work on the first two of a series of archive
teaching packs which will be published both on paper and on the Internet.
We continued our work on Freedom of Information, through the Implementation Group set up by
the Scottish Executive, developing a generic model action plan for public bodies, providing advice
to a number of authorities on records management, and jointly sponsoring a conference, with the
Scottish Records Advisory Council.
The world of archives, like many others, is living through a digital revolution and we are
increasingly using information technology to extend our services to the public. We converted
170,000 pages of paper catalogues and indexes for the eCat catalogue system, which went live in
the search rooms in January 2003 and was due for Internet launch in September. We created
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Dr David Brown, Head of Reader Services; Dr Fiona Watson, University of Stirling; and Mr John Harrison, a
regular reader, at the launch of eCat in the Historial Search Room.

50,000 database entries of nineteenth century court records. We continued work on the
ScotlandsPeople project to bring together our systems with those of the General Register Office
for Scotland and the Lord Lyon. The Scottish Archive Network, (or SCAN) project which we lead,
launched its new e-commerce website, www.scottishdocuments.com, with images of wills for the
years down to 1875 available online. All together, the SCAN and NAS websites recorded around
1 million visitors.
The records of the future will be digital, but the records of the recent past and many of the
present, are on paper. In order to cope with the future flow of paper from the Scottish Executive,
the courts and other public bodies, we need to plan for new accommodation. In May 2002 we
received approval in principle from Ministers for an extension to Thomas Thomson House, though
this will not open until at least 2010.
The work of the National Archives of Scotland goes much wider than I have been able to cover
here, and you will find more details in this report. All this work, of course, depends on the efforts
of our staff: the people staffing our public services and, behind them, conservators, archivists, IT
specialists and administrators, all of whom comprise our principal and priceless asset.
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Our most loyal reader? M. Robert Stenuit, from Belgium,
with his new reader’s ticket: and his old one, which he had
carefully kept since it was issued in 1971.
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NAS AIMS AND FUNCTIONS

The aims of the National Archives of Scotland are to select, preserve and make available the
national archives of Scotland in whatever medium, to the highest standards; to promote the growth
and maintenance of proper archive provision throughout the country; and to lead the development
of archival practice in Scotland.
The principal users of the NAS are the Scottish Office/Executive, the courts and other Government
Departments. The NAS also provides services to local government, academic and research
institutes, and private companies, organisations and individuals.
The principal functions of the National Archives of Scotland are:
to select public records regarded as worthy of permanent preservation; acquire other historical
records of national importance, or which otherwise merit preservation; divert, devolve or
transfer records to other appropriate repositories; and make suitable arrangements for the
disposal of other material;
to preserve to archival standards all records selected for permanent preservation in the NAS;
to promote public access to the information in the records and provide it through direct
consultation, electronic means, the use of copies, and by producing catalogues, exhibitions
and publications;
to provide advice and support to owners and custodians of records held outwith the NAS,
especially local authorities; and disseminate information on and facilitate access to such
records;
to take the lead in the development of archival practice in Scotland;
and to deploy the resources available to the NAS in the most effective and efficient manner.

Dr Peter Anderson, Deputy Keeper,
addressing NAS staff at an office
Awayday in February 2002.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Measure

Financial
Administrative costs as % of total spending
Output
Number of website accesses
Productions per staff member1
Number of items conserved2
New entries in public eCat3
Conversion of paper catalogue entries to eCat
Scottish Executive files appraised (metres)
Quality
Speed of productions to readers from same
building: % within 30 minutes
Speed of productions to readers from another
building: % within 24 hours
Speed of producing extracts: % within 4 days
Speed of producing quick copies:
% within 24 hours
Speed of replies to correspondence:
% within 15 days
Speed of replies to correspondence:
% within 25 days
Conservation of fragile materials to allow
public access: % dealt with in 24 hours

Annual Target
2002-03

Performance
2002-03

2001-02

18% or less

18

18.6

170,000
14,000
45,000
27,000
92%
1000

209,487
11, 808
87,558
78,069
96%
2251

n/a
13,319
85,223
49,110
n/a
608

92.5

met

met

95

met

92.5

95.8

100

met

87.5

86.6

95

96.4

95

100

100 (target – 100%
within 2 days)
92.8 (target – 90%
within 4 days)
86.7 (target – 92.5%
within 24 hours)
91.75 (target – 60%
within 15 days)
98.2 (target – 90%
within 25 days)
n/a

Footnotes:
1 The aim of this target is to try and ensure that the staffing level for this job is commensurate with the demand from
readers. The reduced demand for legal searches over the course of the year resulted in the target not being met.
2 Items for the SCAN project, which could be conserved with relative ease by our conservation staff, meant that the
initial performance target for this was far exceeded.
3 Index records generated by Court & Legal branch and loaded onto the electronic catalogue far exceeded initial
estimates.
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THE NATION’S ARCHIVES

THE ELECTRONIC CATALOGUING (eCat) PROJECT

Much of the year’s cataloguing activity in all record branches was focused on the electronic
catalogue (eCat) project. With the arrival of the newly purchased CALM system, NAS moved over
to a fully electronic cataloguing system on 20 May 2002. By the year’s end, in a historic break with
a centuries-old tradition of paper listing, all new cataloguing was being done electronically. Almost
all the entries in the previous electronic catalogue system (STATUS/CLIO) were successfully
transferred into the new system.
In parallel with this innovation, a separate team of five NAS staff, based at Ladywell House in
Corstorphine, had already begun the task of converting the remaining paper catalogues. This
involved the supervision of a team of up to 12 casual staff in the work of colour-coding a copy of
the existing paper catalogue, which was then shipped to Manila. There it was retyped into a
format suitable for CALM and compatible with current international cataloguing standards for
archives, before being returned to NAS for checking and loading. We began the project estimating
that our unconverted catalogue comprised 100,000 pages. By the end, we knew that it was
135,00 pages, to which we had added 35,000 pages of indexes to court records and some 20,000
pages of lists of records held by 11 local authority archives.
The first work arrived back from Manila in June 2002 and the flow increased steadily thereafter. All
suitable NAS catalogues were coded by March 2003 and we expect the last keyed work to be
returned from Manila by June. By January 2003, the trial public catalogue (OPAC) had been
released in the two search rooms, with an Internet launch planned for mid-year. It is anticipated
that the new catalogue will have in excess of 1.5 million records in its database.
Inevitably in a series of catalogues developed over two centuries, not all proved suitable for
conversion. Some 50 lists of private collections could not be transferred to the new system, either
because they were too complicated or because they were handwritten in old scripts. Fortunately,
over the next three years it should prove practicable to rework most of them and load them in by
alternative methods. Inevitably, too, many of the catalogues that were converted required
immediate alteration work to remove errors and inconsistencies. This work has already began and
should conclude in early 2004.
As part of the electronic cataloguing project, the Plans Officer undertook a considerable amount
of work reviewing the listing standards for plans. This included making fact-finding visits to other
institutions to find out how they listed plans and architectural drawings. The knowledge gained on
these exercises was used to tailor the new NAS cataloguing guidelines for our plans collections.
All future plans accessions will be listed according to these guidelines. Existing plans catalogues
have been retro-converted as part of the eCat project.
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COURT AND LEGAL RECORDS

NAS received particularly large transfers of records from the courts and legal bodies this year,
reflecting a growing trend in the physical bulk of court processes and the increasing business of
the courts. We were asked to make two separate transmissions from the Supreme Courts building
in April 2002 (156m) and February 2003 (178m). This was due to pressure on the main storage
space at Parliament House caused by a major refurbishment project within the court complex.
Further pressure was placed on NAS space following the decision of the Office of the Accountant
in Bankruptcy to put the digitisation of its sederunt books on hold, and these records continue to
arrive in bulky paper formats. Demand on storage space, both within the court service and in
NAS, is now a matter of some concern.
Rosemary Gibson, Head of Outreach, being
filmed for a BBC feature on the Appin Murder
and the subsequent trial of James Stewart.

High Court of Justiciary and Crown Office
Justiciary Court trials and appeals for the year 1991, transmitted in April, were integrated into the
twentieth century database of criminal (solemn) trials which contains over 40,600 entries. To meet
the requirements of the Data Protection Act 1998, details of trials less than 75 years old will not
appear on the NAS electronic catalogue on the Internet. The main cataloguing activity for High
Court records centred on the indexing of nineteenth century Justiciary trials and Crown Office
precognitions. These records are frequently consulted by researchers, particularly by Australian
genealogists, for information about prisoners sentenced to transportation. By the end of March
2003 all nineteenth century precognitions were successfully captured (some 43,386 names), and
55% of corresponding High Court trials had been indexed and linked to them, mainly covering
trials during the first half of that century. By year-end, the database stood at 48,748 entries and
the data had been successfully transferred to the new NAS electronic catalogue.
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A test database was set up with appropriate sample data to test the structure for an equivalent
eighteenth century trials database. Resources permitting, full cataloguing of these trials will begin
next year. We also set up databases for Justiciary (summary) appeal papers 1990-91, and Crown
Office closed precognitions 1989. These were indexed to facilitate official use of these closed
records and make best use of NAS storage space.
We continue to identify historical trial records from the court. An unexpected deposit last year
included the trial papers of Dr Edward William Pritchard, the Glasgow poisoner, who was
convicted in 1865 for the murder of his wife and mother-in-law, and who was the last person to be
publicly hanged in Glasgow.
Court of Session
Processes for 1996 from the Court of Session were transmitted and checked, measuring 108.5 metres
of records (904 boxes). The Court also transmitted the Register of Acts and Decrees, 1996-2001,
and the Consistorial Register, 1993, completing gaps in NAS series. We succeeded in obtaining
important finding aids from the Court that had been wanting for some time. These included the
1994 General index, and General indexes and Petitions for record years 2000 and 2001, years for
which processes have yet to be transmitted. They will be used for future data conversion into the
NAS electronic catalogue. A further 1,120 new entries for Lord Advocate cases for 1994 were
added by NAS staff to the catalogue. The Court agreed to create and transmit missing indexes for
the years 1991-96, for Simplified Divorce Procedures, where no index has been received.
(L-R) Norman Dowie, Deputy Principal
Clerk of Justiciary; George Marple, Senior
Assistant Clerk of Justiciary; Peter Anderson,
Deputy Keeper; and Hazel Von Hof, NAS
Conservation, looking at productions from the
High Court series.

A great deal of time was spent on the eCat project to convert existing catalogues and typescript
indexes for nineteenth and twentieth century Court of Session processes. This involved the
preparation of over 650,000 index entries as the second phase of this major data conversion
project. By March 2003, all catalogues and indexes had been copied, checked and transferred to
the eCat team.
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Sheriff Courts
A joint working group was set up with the Scottish Court Service (SCS) to review the Statutory
Instrument and retention schedule for sheriff court records. The existing schedule was issued in
1990 but, due to developments in technology and record keeping in the courts, was showing
signs of age. The most significant development has been the increased use of computers and the
availability of electronic data within the court service, with some records available only in an
electronic form. Following consultation with sheriff clerks, a draft schedule was submitted and
approved by the Scottish Records Advisory Council at its meeting on 28 October 2002. Further
necessary consultation with the Sheriffs Principal was completed, and by March 2003 the draft
was considered appropriate for submission to SE Solicitors and the Lord President’s Office.
Six separate transmissions of records were received from sheriff courts this year. They derived
from three large, two medium and one small court (Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Inverness,
Dumfries and Greenock). This put the NAS transmission programme back onto a regular pattern.
An internal review of the programme has sought to reduce the period between court visits. With
the exception of Greenock, all newly-transmitted records were catalogued directly onto the new
NAS electronic catalogue.
The sheriff court civil processes (excepting Edinburgh) were weeded during the annual summer
weeding round. From a total of 664 civil process boxes (79.68 metres), 38 boxes (4.56 metres)
were preserved permanently and a further 78 boxes (9.36 metres) were placed into Limbo series.
A total of 548 boxes (65.76 metres) were destroyed, a saving of 80.6%. A further review was made
of existing Limbo records covering the sheriff courts of Aberdeen, Peterhead, Ayr, Kilmarnock,
Dornoch, Dumfries and Kirkcudbright, resulting in a further 42% space saving. The weeders also
reviewed duplicate papers from High Court Summary Appeals for 1989 and 1991, reducing 244
boxes to 165 boxes (a 32% saving).
We also relisted the post-1860 civil processes of 18 sheriff courts, adding over 13,700 entries to
the NAS electronic catalogue.

Tony Sayegh of Court and Legal Records
Branch collecting sheriff court records. The
image illustrates the inadequacy of record
storage in some courts.
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Commissary Records
The Commissary Office started work on their project to digitise the microfilms of commissary
records for testaments recorded after 1 January 2000. As a preliminary to future image transfer,
NAS obtained an electronic copy of the index for testamentary records to 1995. The database,
containing some 279,000 entries, is required by the NAS Legal Search Room to answer enquiries
about wills to 1992, the agreed 10-year cut-off date from which NAS accepts responsibility. No
digital images have yet been transmitted to the NAS, but an overall space saving on storage will
eventually result.

GOVERNMENT RECORDS
Scottish Parliament
Staff have continued to meet regularly with the Scottish Parliament’s records manager throughout
the year, the main topic being a draft service-level agreement covering matters of mutual concern
and regulating the transfer of material to NAS. This is now with the legal teams in each organisation
for final checking.
Scottish Executive
The number of files examined each year has continued to grow as the new reviewing
arrangements introduced by the Scottish Executive two years ago continue to bear fruit. NAS staff
have continued to stay on top of the workload despite staff shortages at the beginning of the year.
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Scottish Office files reviewed during 2002-03

2002-03

2001-02

2000-01

Files examined

188,038

174,310

151,116

Files sent for review

64,555

57,577

64,955

Files transmitted for preservation

2,304

3,347

2,667

Files destroyed (metres)

2,251

2,025

1,497

Government records: retransmissions

2002-03

2001-02

2000-01

Scottish Office/Scottish Executive

297

357

400

Other

1,253

228

210

Electronic Records
Government Records Branch is taking the lead in developing NAS policy on electronic records.
Procedures for accessioning, checking and validating electronic records which were developed
last year now form the basis of a new Digital Data Archive project being run in conjunction with
ICT colleagues. This will provide a suitable and secure environment for accessioning and storing
archives that have been born digital while NAS goes on to develop strategies for their preservation
in the longer term.
NAS is a founder member of the Digital Preservation Coalition (http://www.dpconline.org) which
aims to foster joint action to address the challenges of preserving digital resources in the UK and
globally. Staff have been closely involved with developing its business plan for 2003-06.
We have continued to provide advice and information to Scottish government bodies on electronic
records management, and to contribute to the Scottish Executive’s Electronic Records and
Document Management (ERDM) project, which was well advanced by the end of the year. Staff
also contributed to the Public Record Office’s Electronic Records Management Metadata
Standard.
NAS Records Management Unit
The Unit has developed policies, procedures and guidelines for a new paper records management
system and also looks after data protection issues within NAS. CALM’s records management
module will be used to create and track files and a new records centre has been set up to hold
most files centrally. The new system will be rolled out across NAS in May 2003, helping us to
operate more efficiently, and meet the requirements of Freedom of Information legislation.
Cataloguing
8,484 new catalogue entries were created for government records this year.
Accessioning
Government Records Branch has been leading a project to revise and automate NAS’
accessioning procedures. A new system using CALM’s accessioning module was successfully
piloted towards the end of 2002-03 and will go live on 1 April 2003.

PRIVATE RECORDS
Private Records Branch took the lead in developing a new office standard for listing records, the first
since 1986. This is designed to lead to greater uniformity in cataloguing styles across the organization
and to bring us into line with the International Standard for Archival Description (ISAD(G)). Progress
was made in discussions with the Church of Scotland on agreeing a record selection policy and on
issues associated with Data Protection. A considerable number of kirk session records were added to
our holdings, including those for Perth St Matthew’s and its predecessors, 1756-1986 (CH3/1284) and
for Ettrick and Yarrow Parish and its predecessors, 1760-1979 (CH2/1552).
No large private collections were taken in during the year but a number of interesting small
collections were added to our holdings and listing work continued on older accessions. Work
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Some older NAS files gathered in preparation for the
launch of the new internal Records Management Unit.

concluded on listing the records of The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland (GD470).
These cover the years 1953 to 1979 and form a central source for the development of the history of
the profession. We also completed listing the papers of Lord Strathcona (GD490). They are
primarily nineteenth and twentieth century in content and, apart from his Scottish estates, cover his
extensive interests in Canada and in the development of the oil industry in Persia early in the last
century. The papers of the Murray family of Cringletie (GD436) were listed and work commenced on
listing the papers of another Peeblesshire family, the Horsburghs of Horsburgh (GD178). Work
continued on additions to the Lindsay of Dowhill papers (GD254) and on the papers belonging to
the Society of Writers to the Signet (GD495). These last included an important group of letters to
Henry Dundas and his son Robert on Scottish politics, 1772-1830. We received several reels of
microfilm with copies of the American papers of General James Grant of Ballindalloch (GD494).
These relate mainly to his career in the French and Indian wars in North America, 1758-62, to his
time as Governor of Florida (1763-71) and to his part in the American War of Independence.
Of the smaller gifts and deposits, we received a volume of annotated law prints of 1772-74 that
once belonged to Robert MacQueen, a Scottish Advocate later to become notorious as Lord
Justice Clerk Braxfield (GD1/1319). Another donated volume contained a collection of records
relating to the Scots Parliament, 1633-52 (GD1/1302).
Dr William Zachs, scholar and collector, with
the printer’s plates which he generously
donated to the National Archives of Scotland
in 2002. They were engraved with
transcriptions of charters to accompany
facsimiles of the documents themselves for
James Anderson’s Diplomata Scotiae (1739),
plates 31, 33, 40 and 72. Each copper plate is
wrapped in a proof sheet. The gift augments
our holdings of the plates (ref. SRO25/5) to 91
out of the 180 printed in the book.
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ACCESS

HISTORICAL AND WEST SEARCH ROOMS

The refurbishment of General Register House continued to cause some inconvenience to both our
readers and our staff, with the closure of the Robertson Wing and adjacent staff rooms early in
November 2002 requiring some reorganization of accommodation. When the newly-refurbished
Robertson Wing re-opens in autumn 2003 it will house a new reception area and provide access
to our electronic catalogue, self-service microfilm readers and, eventually, all our digital images.
We hope readers will find the enhanced services well worth the wait and inconvenience.
After a lot of careful preparation, we issued our Users Survey in July 2002. Whilst we were
certainly hoping for a good rate of return to help with future planning, we were pleasantly
surprised to have a response rate of over 50% which was extremely unusual for this type of public
consultation. The key findings related to extension of opening hours, speed of productions, the
copying service, electronic catalogues and satisfaction with NAS staff. We have already taken
steps to address comments raised in these areas including development of the electronic
catalogue, introducing further improvements to the inter-office van and preparing to offer extended
opening on Thursday evening for a six-month trial starting in June 2003. Plans to offer extended
opening hours on a long-term basis will be considered but will be dependent both on the
response to the trial as well as on resources available. The full survey and our response to it can
be seen on our website at www.nas.gov.uk.
As part of our plans to improve search room facilities, we removed the sound-proof booths from
the West Search Room. Although these were viewed as ‘old favourites’ by some of our readers,
they were not economical with space nor, for preservation reasons, were they ideal for providing
access to anything other than the smallest of records. The space created by this demolition
exercise has provided an open area which houses access to the new electronic catalogue.
Readers’ Daily Attendances

2002-03

2001-02

1992-93

Historical
West
Total

9,284
3,221
12,505

9,477
3,140
12,617

8,694
2,427
11,121

Postal and e-mail enquiries

2002-03

2001-02

1992-93

Historical

2,770

3,107

2,625

West

1,004

987

867

Total

3,774

4,094

3,492
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Photocopies (pages)

2002-03

2001-02

1992-93

Historical
West
Total

18,045
17,944
35,989

28,339
14,846
43,185

26,568
13,813
40,381

Productions

2002-03

2001-02

1992-93

Historical
West
Total

30,361
16,475
46,836

32,048
16,248
48,296

32,445
12,584
45,029

Dwayne Bhatia, recruited to
input data from the reader
survey questionnaires, with
some of the forms which
were returned.

LEGAL SEARCH ROOM
As reported in last year’s Annual Report, the year 2001-02 saw an exceptional rise in business in
the Legal Search Room, with an increase of 18% in annual productions on the previous year. This
was partly due to a buoyant property market but was mainly due to the transfer of Midlothian –
with the greatest number of owner-occupiers in Scotland – onto the new Registration of Title
system. This year’s figure has fallen slightly from this peak, slipping just over 2%, but this still
represents an increase of 36% on the figure for 2000-01. It is likely that productions will stay
roughly at this level for the next few years and that there will then be a gradual decline as
Registration of Title takes effect.
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The number of photocopies ordered dropped by nearly 36% which was primarily due to the
increased use of the self-service fiche-readers. The increased use of this facility plus a stable
staffing situation in the Reprographic Section ensured that, unlike last year, we not only met but
actually exceeded our targets for speed of copying.
The regular meetings between NAS staff and representatives of the legal search firms continued
on a quarterly basis. They provided a useful conduit for exchange of ideas and enabled us to keep
the searchers up-to-date with the latest developments in the GRH refurbishment programme
affecting the search rooms.
A major review of the fees and charges was undertaken during the year. This was the first such
review to be undertaken since 1992, and was followed by the drafting of a new Statutory
Instrument. This Act of Sederunt (Fees in the National Archives of Scotland) 2003 will bring into
effect a new structure of fees and charges from 7 April 2003. Due to the different nature of the
records consulted and types of copies requested in the Historical and West Search rooms, some
modification to the new fees and charges is likely to be required before they are introduced in
these areas.

Photocopies (pages)

2002-03

2001-02

1992-93

excluding Registration of
Title and self-service

820,281

1,281,674

797,063

Productions

2002-03

2001-02

1992-93

Legal Business
Registration of Title
Total

137,321
7,289
144,610

140, 575
23,286
163,861

94,671
n/a
94,671

The glass booths at the end
of the West Search Room,
removed at the end of 2002
and replaced with computer
screens giving open access
to the new electronic
catalogue.
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EXHIBITIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

Through our outreach programmes we aim to provide access to the national archives of Scotland
beyond the search rooms. We are working to make the riches of our holdings available to all,
through our exhibitions, publications and website, by compiling archive resources for schools and
lifelong learning and by giving talks on the NAS and its collections.
An exhibition was mounted to mark the 250th anniversary of the Appin Murder, a subject of
abiding fascination both in Scotland and further afield. Dr Richard Simpson, Deputy Justice
Minister, opened the display in General Register House on 7 November 2002. Guests at the
launch included representatives of the Campbell and Stewart families and members of local
history societies in Appin and Lochaber. The exhibition was featured on the BBC Scotland news.
Rosemary Gibson, who compiled the display, also wrote the accompanying book The Appin
Murder: in their own words. Free information leaflets on the subject were produced in English and
Gaelic and an article compiled for History Scotland magazine. A virtual exhibition was also made
available on the NAS website. We were very pleased to be able to transfer the actual exhibition to
the West Highland Museum in Fort William at the beginning of March 2003 for a three-month run.
This display was opened by Sir Donald Cameron of Lochiel and was the subject of considerable
interest in the local press.
In addition to the Appin Murder publications, we published two issues of the NAS Newsletter and
the NAS Education News during the year. The information leaflet Using our Archives was revised
to take account of developments in the search rooms, as was the guidance on looking after
archives provided by the NRAS to private owners.
Website
Selections of appropriate records were added to the website for Local History Week in May 2002
and Black History Month on October 2002. An education resource on coronations and jubilees
was added in June 2002. A virtual version of the Appin Murder exhibition was put up in November
2002. The Document of the Month, which also appears on the Scottish Executive website,
featured a wide variety of material, launching with the Declaration of Arbroath in April and
including documents on the Appin Murder in May, the anniversary of Colin Campbell of Glenure’s
killing, and November, the anniversary of James Stewart’s execution.
A total of 227,209 web accesses were provided during the year. This equates to over 2.2 million
individual web pages, an increase on last year of around 10%. A Website Management Board has
been established to oversee the future development of the website.
Talks and Visits
We receive numerous requests from groups who wish to visit the NAS or have a speaker supplied.
Regrettably we cannot meet all of these and this year our ability to take visiting parties was limited
further by the renovation work at General Register House. Nevertheless we managed to speak to
808 people from a variety of groups who wished to hear about the work of the NAS and the
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Rosemary Gibson, Head of Outreach,
with Dr Richard Simpson MSP,
Deputy Justice Minister,
at the opening of Murder in Appin, 1752
in November 2002.

resources we preserve. Seventeen parties visited the NAS during the year and staff gave seven
talks, two workshops and attended three family and local history fairs across Scotland. Three staff
also gave papers at international conferences (see Beyond Scotland). Visitors to NAS included the
Deputy Principal Clerk of Justiciary; delegates from the International Federation of Library
Associations conference; members of the Eighteenth Century Scottish Studies Society; staff and
pupils from Craigmount High School, Edinburgh; archivists from the National Archives in Taiwan;
information science students from the University of the Highlands and Islands and members of the
Scottish Archives course in Dumfries. We also participated in Learning at Work Day by showing
Scottish Executive staff the work of the NAS.
NAS staff also gave papers at several events, including the Scottish Local History Forum
conference, and ‘Celebration of the Family’ events organised by the Church of the Latter Day
Saints. Outreach staff provided workshops on local history to local studies students at Stirling
Museum and Art Gallery and on the clearances to P7 pupils in Burntisland Primary School. We
also took stalls at fairs in Leith and Dundee during Local History Week in May 2002 and at the
Scottish Association of Family History Societies 25th anniversary event in Glasgow in April 2002.
Education Services
We continue to develop NAS support for schools and lifelong learning through the addition of
subject-based resources on the website, through contacts with the educational sector and
through special projects. This year has seen the completion of one large project and the start of
another, as well as the establishment of a group to promote the role of the heritage sector in
education. We also contributed to national debate on the future of Scottish education.
We completed the NAS contribution to the Resources for Learning in Scotland (RLS) project at the
end of March 2003: for details see Joint Projects.
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Bob Brown, Court and Legal Records Branch,
at Leith Local History Fair, May 2002.

Our new education project, Scottish Archives for Schools (SAfS), got under way in January 2002
when a primary teacher from North Lanarkshire Education Authority joined NAS on secondment.
The other partners in SAfS are the Scottish Executive Education Department and Learning and
Teaching Scotland. The project’s aim is to compile a series of education resources from NAS
holdings to support the teaching of Scottish History in schools. During the 18-month timespan of
the project we will produce six education packs and six web resources related to the 5-14
curriculum. By the end of March 2003 the first two packs, Scotland in the 16th Century and The
Jacobites, were in draft form.
In response to the National Cultural Strategy, in June 2002 the directors of Scotland’s national
institutions formed the Heritage Education Forum. It will provide a combined voice for the heritage
sector, similar to the Scottish Arts Education Forum, and promote partnerships between the
organisations. As part of the Forum, the Heritage Education Officers Group (HEOG) is working
with the Scottish Museums Council to introduce the new Cultural Coordinators to the resources
the heritage sector can offer in support of learning in Scotland.
Media Use of the Archives
Scottish history continues to be an appealing subject to TV and radio producers. The BBC in
particular made considerable use of NAS resources during the year, for a wide variety of subjects.
These include genealogy, emigration, the UCS work-in, Darien, the Eyemouth disaster, the Cuban
missile crisis and the Union of the Crowns. Ian Hislop recorded part of a programme on St Andrew
for BBC Radio 4 at Thomas Thomson House, talking about the Declaration of Arbroath (see image
on front cover). The BBC filmed the newly appointed Information Commissioner, Kevin Dunion,
amongst government files in West Register House. Other production companies used material on
the national covenant, the Highland clearances and the crofters’ war. We had to disappoint one
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company making a programme on Sawney Bean with the news that no documentary evidence of
the legendary cannibal’s existence is to be found.
Library
We had the services of a temporary librarian throughout the year, which enabled the conversion of
the library’s existing electronic catalogue to the new CALM system. The librarian has also been
considering how long it will take to convert the back catalogue (accessions before 1991 not yet
computerised). He listed a large quantity of duplicate books which had been awaiting attention for
some time. These duplicates will help to provide reference works for the Family History Research
centre planned as part of the ‘ScotlandsPeople’ project.
The 291 library accessions this year include 91 books from the library of our late colleague Dr Ian
Grant. We are very grateful to Ian’s family for their kind donation. The selection of these books
was a poignant task for those who had worked with Ian for many years and appreciated his
enthusiasm for book-collecting.

Filming a volume of the
Register of the Great Seal for
a Channel 4 series on Castles
broadcast spring 2003.
(L-R) Ben Gale, director;
Marc Morris, presenter;
Tony Coldwell, cameraman,
Anthony Holland, assistant
producer; Andy Broad, sound
recordist.
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JOINT PROJECTS

The availability of Lottery funding and other sources of financial support has led to a sharp
increase in the number of special projects being carried out by the archive community and
heritage sector generally. NAS contributed to a number of these, in some cases significantly.
We were major partners in Resources for Learning in Scotland (RLS). This project, funded by the
New Opportunities Fund (NOF), has imaged material from archives, museums and libraries
throughout Scotland for educational purposes. We made our own contribution and assisted two
other partners with theirs. By the end of March 2003 we delivered a total of 1,672 images and
captions to the Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network (SCRAN) which is responsible for the
RLS website. These included sources on Scotland from 1689 to 1707; the 1745 Jacobite rebellion,
the Highland clearances, SSPCK school inspection reports, reports on the fishing and linen
industries in the nineteenth century and papers of the Women’s Voluntary Service, 1939-45. A
selection of photographs illustrating Clyde-built warships and liners, the Carron Company and life
on St Kilda was contributed.
We also supplied 600 images of material for another strand of the RLS initiative – the Scottish
East Coast Fisheries project. A substantial quantity of material held under charge and
superintendence by Dundee City Archives was also imaged and an extensive list of whaling
sources in NAS was supplied to inform the production of one of the project’s essays. All the
material imaged for RLS can be seen on the project’s website, www.rls.org.uk.
NAS sat on the general and editorial boards of the Statistical Accounts of Scotland consortium
(www.edina.ac.uk/statacc) and made digital images of one of the original replies by a minister for
the Old Statistical Account. The Rev. William Burnside’s response in January 1791 to Sir John
Sinclair’s queries about the town and parish of Dumfries survives in the records of Dumfries Sheriff
Court (SC15/72/2). A questionnaire relating to follow-on digitisation proposals was circulated by
NAS to 65 archive-related institutions during August 2002.
NAS also participated in the successful completion of the Clinical Notes project
(www.clinicalnotes.ac.uk) and carried out a number of assessments of project applications, to
support bids for funds, principally from the Scottish higher education sector.
Discussions took place with a number of potential project partners on a broad range of fronts
covering such diverse subjects as British Steel/Corus, the Caledonian Railway, early Scottish
maritime history, medieval seals, session papers and eighteenth-century estate plans. Despite the
respective merits of these projects, the continuing need to plan ahead and employ NAS resources
effectively inevitably means that NAS has to be selective about its project commitments.
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David McClay, caption writer
for the RLS project,
with some of the 500 CDs
needed to store the documents
digitised for the project.
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CONSERVATION

After re-organisation in October 2002, the conservation section of Preservation Services Branch
became Conservation Services Branch. The branch is now fully staffed with 10 conservators.
Additional administrative assistance is now available part-time to the department and has proved
invaluable.
A total of 87,558 pieces were conserved by staff during 2002-03. This figure includes the
documents exhibited in Murder in Appin, 1752, which opened in General Register House in
November 2002. All conservation work is now recorded using the new electronic cataloguing
system, CALM.
A trainee from Jersey Archive Service was based in NAS Conservation in February 2003 to
undertake the Society of Archivists’ training placement in the conservation of seals. NAS
continues its collaboration with Professor Tim Wess and Craig Kennedy of the Centre for Extra
Cellular Matrix Biology in the University of Stirling on the study and investigation of the
deterioration of parchment, which was reported more fully in the previous Annual Report.
We continue to support the SCAN project by preparing material for digital capture. Resources
were also allocated to the preparation of material required for internal and external projects
including those under Resources for Learning in Scotland (RLS).
Special assistance was given to Lothian Health Board Archives with the conservation of the
original charter of the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. A project to conserve the John Hope Collection
of botanical drawings at the Royal Botanical Gardens, Edinburgh continues. Professional advice
and assistance was delivered on general environmental controls to the Royal College of Nursing
Archive, and to the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art regarding a Roland Penrose
commonplace book within their archive collections.
Two members of staff, Hazel von Hof and Caroline Scharfenberg, achieved professional
accreditation this year, increasing the number of accredited Conservation staff to four. A further
two members of staff are preparing to go forward for this assessment. James Thorburn, a member
of Conservation staff with 32 years’ experience, won the Elizabeth Soutar Bookbinding 2002
award at the National Library of Scotland with his binding for Dreaming the Gokstadt. Caroline
Scharfenberg and Donald Campbell of NAS were also commended and their entries were later
presented to the Marquis of Bute for his collection.
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Rosemary Gibson, Head of Outreach, and Donald
Campbell, Conservation, setting up the Murder in
Appin, 1752 exhibition.

A new Register of Deeds in preparation before
being bound.

James Thorburn of NAS Conservation with his winning
entry in the Elizabeth Soutar bookbinding competition.
Photo: Mark K Jackson.
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BUILDINGS AND RECORD STORAGE

General Register House
The refurbishment of General Register House continues. The current phase of work, which
involves the restoration and refurbishment of the external fabric of the building, began in June
2002. The building was fully scaffolded in order to carry out essential stone and roof repairs. To
ensure that we maintained our service to NAS users, work has had to be carried out in two
separate phases, dividing the building into two halves (East and West). The East part of the works
is due for completion in October 2003 and will provide environmentally-controlled storage rooms
for the safe keeping of the records as well as improving our search room facilities. It will also
provide much-needed additional office accommodation for our staff. The next phase of work will
begin in September and will concentrate on the West side of the building.
The poor condition of some of the stonework of the chimneys required considerable attention and
a temporary roof was erected to allow this work to continue during the winter. Sarking boards
were replaced and lead flashings installed before the slates were replaced. Although some slates
were so badly worn they had to be discarded, around three-quarters of the original slates were
re-used on the roof. The remainder were sourced from architectural reclamation suppliers so their
appearance would blend with the originals.
As part of the refurbishment work, NAS commissioned Powderhall Bronze to clean the statute of
Wellington which stands outside General Register House. This work began in February, when the
statue was shrouded on scaffolding and the accumulated dirt removed with soapy water and mild
scouring pads. A hot chemical patination technique was then employed, involving the use of a
blow torch to heat areas of the bronze and a soft brush to apply a solution of chemicals to
achieve the desired surface colour. Several layers of protective wax were then applied.
West Register House
Over the last year a detailed inspection of the external fabric of the building has revealed that work
is required to repair some of the aged stone, which in some places is badly weathered. Work will
begin in the next reporting year to repair this defect.
Thomas Thomson House
Since it was built in 1994, Thomas Thomson House has suffered from the depredations of nesting
sea-gulls, which stake out their colonies on the rooftops around Sighthill. To tackle the problem,
we have employed a hawking service which brings a male Harris Hawk to the building on a regular
basis. The use of a bird of prey for avian pest control is considered the most effective method
available, if carried out properly, and unlike the use of poison it carries no danger to the
environment. Since using the hawking service, the gull population has dropped dramatically and
fewer nests have been seen on the roof of Thomas Thomson House.
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Stone slabs at Dunhouse Quarry in Nurthumberland ready
to be transported to Edinburgh for the refurbishment of
General Register House.

The Duke of Wellington statue outside General
Register House undergoing cleaning and
repatination.

The roof of General Register House showing
replacement stone inserted into the chimney stacks.

Max, the Harris Hawk, at Thomas Thomson House.
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CORPORATE SERVICES

Corporate Services division has responsibility for reader services, finance and administration,
accommodation services, conservation services, and information and communications technology.
Corporate Services has overall responsibility for preparing the NAS Corporate Plan. This sets out
the main objectives, tasks and priorities of the Department for the next three years, as well as
establishing specific objectives and targets for the current financial year. The Corporate Plan is
used by the Management Board to measure the Department’s performance and progress and is a
basis for justifying the resources allocated to us by the Scottish Parliament. The Plan also contains
useful background information on NAS and the framework in which we operate. It can be
accessed on our website, www.nas.gov.uk.
Finance
In financial year 2002-03, the gross expenditure of NAS was approximately £10.3 million. To offset
this, we generated income, mainly from fees and charges, of about £730k. The main items of
expenditure were on salaries (c.£3.6 million) and accommodation costs (c.£3.5 million). The bulk of
accommodation costs were incurred on the ongoing major refurbishment programme at General
Register House. The NAS Accounts for 2002-03 will be audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers,
under a contractual arrangement with Audit Scotland. The Accounts will be laid before the
Scottish Parliament and a copy placed on our website.
Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
As last year’s Annual Report noted, information technology increasingly underpins the main
businesses of NAS. The primary aim of the Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
branch is to build a secure, efficient and effective infrastructure for the NAS business needs. To
ensure that the branch can meet these aims effectively and to help deliver the many high profile
business objectives, the branch has recently implemented a range of new procedures and
systems to formalise and develop the ICT infrastructure. Initiatives included the implementation of
a helpdesk service to provide the organisation with a central point of contact for the planning and
delivery of services to customers; and re-development of the corporate Intranet facility, now
known as theOracle, to improve communications and information sharing within the organization.
A range of other business applications was also introduced, including a new business directory
and electronic calendar facilities. ICT facilities for searchers in each of the NAS search rooms have
also been introduced, with the ability to search the electronic catalogue via the world-wide web
also due to become available shortly.
ICT branch has also embarked on a range of challenging objectives covering the range of ‘digital
access’ issues. Grayham Mount has been appointed as head of the Digital Access Team with
prime responsibility for technical issues relating to the accessioning, storing and making available
of electronic records and digital imaging policy for the NAS. For the reprographics unit in NAS this
will mean a change from the photocopiers and microfilm that have been used in the past to a
digital imaging unit that will start to tackle the sasines as well as offering a digitisation on request
service.
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The branch is also in the process of upgrading its infrastructure to the latest versions of server
and desktop software products to provide the basis from which to further develop its systems in
the future. Further business applications developments are also planned, including an integrated
ordering system and enhancements to the NAS website.

(Centre) Alison McMahon, a Business Studies student at Napier University who is on
a one-year placement in NAS IT section, with (left) Keith Dargie, IT Manager, and
(right) Chris Dunne, Webmaster.

The scaffolding covering General Register House during the refurbishment programme.
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SCOTTISH ARCHIVE NETWORK (SCAN)

Several parts of the Scottish Archive Network (SCAN) project were completed
during the year. The most significant of these was the development and
launch of www.scottishdocuments.com which offers e-commerce access
to the digitised index and images of Scottish wills and testaments. This has
proved very popular, with 700,000 visitors to the site from its launch in July
2002 until April 2003. Since the site’s launch we have had to learn many
new lessons on marketing and customer support.
The Internet resources team completed the project objectives of 1000
entries in the Knowledge Base of the SCAN website (www.scan.org.uk).
For their contribution to Local History Week, May 2002, the team completed 1,434 web pages,
with a further 12 introductory pages added as a ‘way in’ to the new content. In addition, websites
were developed for a number of organisations including Scottish Records Association, Abertay
Historical Society, Stair Society and Scottish Records Association. The team also helped in the
creation of a prototype Educational Resources micro-site which was delivered by the designers,
Wark Clements, and completed work on the design of the scottishhandwriting.com website.
The Online Catalogues team has transferred all the data accumulated so far into the new CALM
cataloguing system. This year the team completed all visits to participating archives and started
the programme of granting licences for the cataloguing software to participating archives. A joint
training event on Descriptive Standards was held in Edinburgh in July 2002, in conjunction with
the Society of Archivists. Imported data from the Higher Education (HE) Hub data were made
available to us as SGML files, and some were tested for potential migration.
The Wills and Testaments team has completed digitisation of the testaments prior to 1875 and
reached agreement with the Heritage Lottery Fund on extending the scope to 1901. The newly
re-keyed Sheriff Court indexes to the 1876-1901 registers were prepared and linking work on the
period got underway. The success of these developments means that there is now agreement in
place to extend digital imaging to the Kirk Session records of the NAS.
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SERVICES TO RECORD CREATORS, OWNERS AND CUSTODIANS

NAS has continued its close involvement with the records management implications of the
Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act, which gained Royal Assent in May 2002 and is to be fully
implemented by 1 January 2005. NAS and the Scottish Records Advisory Council organised a
well-attended half-day seminar on Freedom of Information and Data Protection in September
2002. NAS attends meetings of the Scottish Executive’s Freedom of Information Implementation
Group, and was represented on its sub-group on records management, which developed two
documents initially drafted by Government Records Branch staff last year – the Code of Practice
on Records Management under Section 61 of the Act, and a generic Model Action Plan to assist
authorities in developing records management arrangements compliant with that Code. NAS was
also represented at a consultation seminar in February 2003, which shaped the version of the
Code sent to Scottish Ministers, and has a representative on the BSI publication board
responsible for producing handbooks on UK and Scottish Freedom of Information.
NAS continues to advise record creators on records management matters, including electronic
records management. Bodies visited this year included the Scottish Court Service, National
Gallery of Scotland, Registers of Scotland, Scottish Dental Practice Board, Scottish Agricultural
Science Agency, and the Justice Department's Civil Justice and International Relations Branch.
Draft NHS records management guidelines remained with the Scottish Executive Health
Department and at the time of writing await official issue. Advice was given to Fife Council
Archives relating to records held at Stratheden Hospital in Cupar and was sought from Forth
Valley Primary Care Trust regarding the availability of its records, including those of the Royal
Scottish National Hospital in Cupar.
The NAS retransmissions unit sends material back to record creators for temporary consultation
when required. The total number of retransmissions for 2002-03 was 1,550. Most of these (1,079)
were court and legal records – mainly Land Court (432), Court of Session (375) and High Court of
Justiciary (161). Scottish Office/Executive records (297) and records of other government
organisations (173) made up the majority of the remainder.
Charge and Superintendence
Charge and superintendence is the name for the procedure under which the Keeper deposits
records held by NAS in local repositories, where suitable facilities exist, to encourage local access
to these records.
Following remedial work by the NAS conservation unit, the records of the Presbytery of Falkirk,
with the agreement of the Church of Scotland, were transferred to Falkirk Council Archives at the
start of 2003. These records include the Presbytery records that were held by Stirling Council
Archives – the former Central Region Archives – as well as those formerly in NAS (a list follows,
with NAS references in brackets). The Keeper spoke at a reception held at Callendar House on
25 February, to mark the occasion of the transfer.
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Church of Scotland records deposited with Falkirk Council Archives
Presbytery of Falkirk: synod, presbytery and kirk sessions (CH2)
Presbyteries:

Blackbraes, 1890-1919 (CH2/830)

Falkirk, 1985 (CH2/1396)

Condorrat, 1875-1924 (CH2/1009)

Kirk sessions:

Falkirk St Modan's, 1896-1981 (CH2/1046)

Carriden, 1688-1929 (CH2/61)

Polmont Old, 1728-1932 (CH2/1134)

Cumbernauld Old, 1727-1918 (CH2/79)

Cumbernauld Kildrum, 1960-1979 (CH2/1161)

Slamannan, 1633-1963 (CH2/331)

Falkirk St Andrew's, 1930-1977 (CH2/1207)

Falkirk Old, 1617-1926 (CH2/400)

Falkirk Grahamston, 1876-1964 (CH2/1222)

Bo'ness Old, 1636-1953 (CH2/540)

Denny Old, 1742-1883 (CH2/1254)

Dunipace, 1710-1932 (CH2/644)

Larbert Old, 1699-1962 (CH2/1326)

Airth, 1660-1935 (CH2/683)

Stenhouse, 1904-1926 (CH2/1331)

Muiravonside, 1667-1906 (CH2/712)

Bothkennar and Carronshore, awaiting listing
(CH2/1548)

Haggs, 1841-1960 (CH2/823)
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Free, United Presbyterian, United Free and other secession churches (CH3)
Presbyteries:
Falkirk, UP, 1847-1900 (CH3/127)

Grangemouth Free, Charing Cross UF, CoS,
1843-1974 (CH3/1285)

Stirling and Falkirk, Burgher, United
Secession, 1793-1847 (CH3/287)

Grangemouth West Free, UF, CoS, 1884-1976
(CH3/1286)

Kirk sessions:

Falkirk Free, UF, 1844-1931 (CH3/1300)

Dunipace Free, CoS, 1843-1938 (CH3/97)

Larbert UP, West UF, CoS, 1898-1944
(CH3/1312)

Bo'ness and Carriden Free, 1843-1898
(CH3/519)

Carron UP, UF, C of S, 1878-1926 (CH3/1326)

Cumbernauld Antiburger Secession, UP, Baird
UF, 1839-1911 (CH3/632)

Grangemouth Grange UP, UF and CoS, 18931991 (CH3/1458)

Cumbernauld Free, Bridgend UF, 1885-1907
(CH3/633)

Falkirk West Relief, UP, UF and CoS,
1771-1979 (CH3/1459)

Grangemouth UP, 1855-1903 (CH3/651)

Denny Westpark, including Denny Broompark
Burger Secession, UP, UF, CoS and Denny
West Free, UF and CoS 1793-2000 (CH3/1551)

Dennyloanhead Antiburger Secession, UP, UF,
CoS, 1744-1980 (CH3/704)
Sheildhill Free, Muiravon UF, CoS, 1866-1945
(CH3/796)
Slamannan Free, UF, Balquhatstone CoS,
1844-1945 (CH3/800)

Falkirk Erskine Burger Secession, UP, UF,
CoS, awaiting listing (CH3/1567)
Falkirk Camelon Trinity UF, CoS, awaiting
listing (CH3/1568)

Polmont Free, UF, 1843-1919 (CH3/1196)
Falkirk Graham's Road Antiburger Secession,
South UP, UF, CoS, 1784-1975 (CH3/1222)
Larbert Free, East UF, CoS, 1843-1938
(CH3/1273)

UF

= United Free Church

UP

= United Presbyterian Church

CoS = Church of Scotland

Conference on Freedom of Information
organised by NAS and SRAC in September
2002. (L-R) Professor Hector MacQueen,
chair of the Scottish Records Advisory
Council; Kevin Dunion, Friends of the Earth;
Graham Smith, Deputy Information
Commissioner; and George Rosie.
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Unfortunately, following an adverse change in the standard of search room provision in The
Mitchell Library, the availability of ‘C&S’ records to the general public in Glasgow City Archives
had to be withdrawn. However, following discussions with Council staff, the prospects for
resolution of this matter at the time of writing seem favourable. In addition, a request by Highland
Archives for approved charge and superintendence status for some of its archive storage had to
be turned down following a visit to Inverness in August.
As charge and superintendence has now been in operation for over a quarter of a century, a
review of NAS procedures and strategy was undertaken. The principal themes to emerge are that
(1) the prime focus of charge and superintendence should be to support bids for new archive
services and bids by existing archives that currently lack such an arrangement and (2) that local
archives need to be able to assume greater responsibility for the conservation of ‘C&S’ records if
transfers are to continue on any sizeable scale.
As part of the review, it was clarified that the Keeper has power under the National Heritage
(Scotland) Act 1985 and subordinate legislation of 1992 to be able to return outright certain types
of local authority records in his custody. As a result NAS intends to look at opportunities for
implementing transfers of this nature where suitable facilities for receiving these records are in
place.
The internal survey of records held under charge and superintendence was substantially
completed and phase two will involve collating this information with surveys of the material on the
shelves of the holding institutions.
Local Authorities and Statutory Bodies Corporate
The advice on best practice in archives that was drafted in partnership with ASLAWG, the Scottish
local authority archivists’ working group, was incorporated into the final text of the Guidance for
Scottish Local Authorities re Implementation of the National Cultural Strategy, jointly issued by the
Scottish Executive and COSLA. The section on archives is less full than in the earlier draft
Guidance and has also been grouped together with ‘heritage and museums’, ignoring the
evidential aspect of records. Records are nevertheless officially endorsed as an important
component of local cultural life and of a local authority’s responsibilities, which can only be of help
to local authority archives in Scotland, which lack a compulsory statutory basis for their activities.
Efforts continued to be made to help secure the appointment of a professional archivist in the
rapidly-diminishing number of councils that lack these, including East Lothian and the Western
Isles. As the vast majority of local councils in Scotland, however, now have an archive service of
some kind in place, perhaps the main need at present is to improve the standard of archive
buildings and related facilities.
NAS was therefore happy to lend its support to a number of current initiatives. We commended
Scottish Borders’ bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund as part of the Council’s plan to develop a
modern archive on the Marina Building/Tower Mill in Hawick. We also commented on the Council’s
archival preservation and conservation strategy, advised on the application of NAS’ extra
commercium policy and supplied a list of records that could be transferred to Hawick under
charge and superintendence once the new archive was built.
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We continued to monitor the situation in the North East and at the end of the reporting period, the
Keeper attended a meeting to explore the possibilities of providing joint accommodation for the
main archives in the Aberdeenshire area. The interest shown by HLF in this proposal, as with
Borders, underlines the potential importance of Lottery funding to the archive sector in Scotland.
NAS also re-affirmed its support for Highland Council’s commendable ‘hubs and spokes’ archive
strategy for the region.
Pleasingly, the proposal by Argyll & Bute Council to introduce charges for the basic use of the
Council archivist’s time seem to have died a death, but further correspondence had to be entered
into after articles appeared in the regional press reporting that some local councillors were in
favour of dispersing the archive to various parts of Argyll.
NAS was in contact with Scottish Water about its proposed record-keeping arrangements under
the Water Industry (Scotland) Act 2002 and stressed the need for a professional records
management system, to meet in particular the legislative requirements of Data Protection and
Freedom of Information. The legacy records of the former town and county and regional water
authorities are an issue of particular concern to local archivists and we also asked that this matter
be addressed. Records management advice was also supplied on request to the Cairngorns
Partnership which was in the process of winding-down and being transformed into a national
parks authority.
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CHARGE AND SUPERINTENDENCE STATISTICS

Productions 2002-2003
Statistics

2001-2002

C&S
Productions

Total
Productions

C & S as %
of total
productions

Copies of
C&S
material

C&S
Productions

Total
C & S as %
Productions of total
productions

Copies of
C&S
material

Aberdeen City
Archives

117

1,798

6.5%

15

97

3,727

2.6%

152

Ayrshire
Archives

560

5,136

10.9%

56

555

3,516

16%

55

Dumfries &
Galloway
Archives

191

2,781

6.9%

Nil

218

4,686

4.6%

10

Dundee City
Archives

606

5,667

10.7%

1001

1056

6,371

16.6%

516

East
Dunbartonshire
Archives

Nil

Not
available

Nil

Nil

1

Not
available

Not
available

Nil

Glasgow City
Archives

3,5991

35,000

10.3%

Not
available

1366

29,150

4.7%

Not
available

2,5001

1.2%

5

77

2,411

3.2%

Nil

Unitary Local
Authorities

Highland
301
Council (North
Highland
Archive)
1
2

Estimated totals
Number of enquiries
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Productions 2002-2003
Statistics

2001-2002

C&S
Productions

Total
Productions

C & S as %
of total
productions

Copies of
C&S
material

C&S
Productions

Total
C & S as %
Productions of total
productions

Copies of
C&S
material

Orkney
Archives

518

3,865

13.4%

Not
available

644

4,656

13.8%

Not
available

Perth &
Kinross
Archives

539

10,800

5%

111

543

7,229

7.5%

66

Renfrewshire
Council
(Paisley
Central
Library)

286

2,9102

9.8%

Not
available

566

3,249

17.4%

23

Shetland
Archives

367

3,405

10.8%

Not
available

325

3,121

11.9%

Not
available

Stirling
Archives

460

6,532

7%

Not
available

449

7,707

5.8%

Not
available

Glasgow
University

869

7,728

11.2%

Not
available

852

9,294

9.2%

Not
available

St Andrews
University

1,193

5,182

23%

30

628

3,481

18%

89

76

3,2412

2.3%

Nil

18

3,162

0.6%

2

Unitary Local
Authorities

Universities

Other
Institutions
RCAHMS
1
2

Estimated totals
Number of enquiries
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THE NATIONAL REGISTER OF ARCHIVES FOR SCOTLAND

The National Register of Archives for Scotland (NRAS) has a particular responsibility for records in
private hands: the private papers of individuals and families, landed estates, institutions,
businesses, societies, lawyers as well as private papers in local authority archives, libraries and
museums. Over a period of nearly 60 years the Register has been instrumental in making
accessible information on a growing number of historical collections in Scotland.
At present, information on NRAS surveys is available to researchers through the paper catalogues
in the Historic Manuscripts Commission (HMC), London, the National Library of Scotland and at
West Register House (in paper and electronic form). Summary details of private papers are also
available on the Internet via the Historic Manuscripts Commission website (www.hmc.gov.uk). By
the end of the year the majority of NRAS surveys of papers in private hands, libraries or museums,
had been converted into electronic format as part of the NAS’ eCat project. The resulting electronic
catalogue will extend access to NRAS surveys over the Internet and raise awareness of the
richness of manuscript collections in private hands in Scotland. The NRAS is conscious that many
owners do not have the resources to be able to cope with large scale or constant requests for
access. For this reason, towards the end of the year, the NRAS began a survey of owners to
assess their response to these developments.
Historically-significant papers continue to appear. The NRAS is currently listing the papers of the
sculptor Hew Lorimer, an artist with a wide network of contacts with prominent Scottish figures as
well as the international art world. Other historical papers come to our attention in more surprising
ways. In April the NRAS received the anonymous ‘gift’ of a box of letters of Sir James Gardiner
of Prestonpans to his wife, 1739-43, and three to her from the non-conformist divine Philip
Doddridge. The papers have been deposited in the NAS.
Unfortunately, some collections continue to be placed at risk. The Register was therefore very
concerned to learn of a question mark against the continuation of the Scottish Catholic Archives
in Edinburgh and wrote to the Bishops’ Conference in Airdrie in support of the archive. A
successor has now been appointed to replace Dr Christine Johnson who has retired, but as the
appointment is a short-term one and the organisation’s activities are to be reviewed, the future of
the archive remains uncertain.
Thirty-two surveys were added to the Register, a downturn on previous years. The level of
enquiries to the Register remains healthy. Three hundred and ninety-five enquiries were received
from researchers covering the usual wide and range of subjects, including David Ramsay,
clockmaker to James VI; Highland clan allegiances in the Jacobite uprising; the Dunmore
Pineapple; traffic cones in the early twentieth century; libraries and tutors in the eighteenth
century; and Robert Carver at Scone Abbey.
A list of surveys added to the Register this year is given in Appendix 2.
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BEYOND SCOTLAND

George MacKenzie, Keeper of the Records of Scotland, was asked to speak at a conference on
international humanitarian law (IHL), organised by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and the
Commonwealth Red Cross and Red Crescent in London at the end of February. IHL is, as the Red
Cross puts it, a set of rules to limit the effects of armed conflict. Part of those rules concern the
protection of cultural property, including archives, and are contained in the 1954 Hague Convention,
and in an additional Protocol of 1999. Drawing on his experience working for ICA and UNESCO on
archives in the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s, the Keeper spoke in a session on protection of
cultural property. The aim of the session was to examine how to promote greater awareness of the
Convention and Protocol, and encourage other countries to become party to it. The United Kingdom
played a full role in negotiations on the new
Protocol and is considering ratification of it and
the Convention, though noting that this will
require primary legislation which will depend
upon legislative time available.
In June these same themes informed a further
paper which the Keeper gave at a conference at
Dobbiaco, Northern Italy, on ‘Protection of
Premises and Records’. The conference, entitled
‘Choices and Strategies for the Preservation of the
Collective Memory’ and organised by the Italian
Archives and Ministry of Culture, was also
attended by Dr Peter Anderson, Deputy Keeper,
who combined his visit as a speaker with chairing
a meeting of the ICA Committee on Archive
Buildings in Temperate Climates. His paper dealt
with ‘Preservation Structures; Realities, Models,
Projects’ and in it he examined three aspects of
archive buildings, in the light of the NAS and other
experience: location; strongroom structure and
approaches to fire prevention and suppression;
and the nature of the provision for readers in the
light of developments in automation.
In September the NAS Education Officer,
Margaret McBryde, spoke at a conference in
Barcelona, organised to promote the use of
archives in teaching history in Catalonian
secondary schools. Her talk was illustrated with
examples of similar work being done by NAS and
other archives in Scotland. Over 100 history
teachers and archivists from Barcelona and
neighbouring regional towns attended.

(Left) Margaret McBryde, NAS Education Officer, with
Pilar Reverte, a history teacher seconded to Barcelona
National Archives, outside the archive building in
Barcelona.
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During the year NAS welcomed a number of professional visitors from overseas. In April Emmanuel
Penicault came to us on an eight-week placement from the Ecole du Patrimonie in Paris. While in
Edinburgh Emmanuel was introduced to the work of the various NAS branches and visited several
other Scottish archives. In November, three archivists from the National Archives in Taiwan visited
General Register House. They met the heads of several NAS branches and discussed subjects
ranging from the legislation regarding the accession of government files to the air-conditioning
system used in NAS record-storage areas. Another visitor was Senator for New South Wales, the
Hon. John Faulkner, a member of the National Archives of Australia Advisory Council, who was
interested in how Scotland managed its public records.
In August 2002 IFLA, the International Federation of Libraries Association, held its 75th annual
conference in Glasgow. As part of their programme, delegates were offered the chance to visit
libraries and archives across Scotland. NAS hosted one of these visits, and was delighted to
welcome 25 IFLA members from many different countries who came to see the contrasting sides
of NAS as represented by General Register House and Thomas Thomson House.

Emmanuel Penicault (left) from the Ecole du
Patrimonie in Paris, and NAS colleagues
Aidan Robertson and David McClay, with
Pam McNicol at Edinburgh City Archives.

Dr Peter Anderson addressing IFLA delegates
outside Thomas Thomson House.
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PAPER 1: THE ‘SCOTLANDSPEOPLE’ PROJECT

‘ScotlandsPeople’ (formerly known as the Scottish Family History Service project) is a joint project
between the General Register Office for Scotland (GROS), National Archives of Scotland (NAS)
and the Court of the Lord Lyon (CLL). Funding for it was agreed as part of the GROS bid in
Spending Review 2002.
At present, the main records which individuals use as the basis for their family history are held by
three separate institutions: GROS, NAS and CLL. They occupy two buildings which are situated
next to each other at the east end of Princes Street in Edinburgh, General Register House and
New Register House (the ‘Register House Campus’). The ‘ScotlandsPeople’ project aims by 2006
to establish an enhanced and seamless national service for all who are interested in their Scottish
family history. To do this, it will take advantage of the physical proximity of the architecturally
notable buildings already used, and work which has already been done by GROS and NAS
towards making their records available in electronic form.
The main objectives of the project are:
To create a family history research centre at the Register House campus that is fully integrated
behind the scenes and seamless to the customer who visits or calls.
To provide a joined-up family history research service over the internet
To establish and promote a ‘brand’ for Scottish family history research which emphasises that,
between them, the three organisations hold the core, authentic information for anyone
researching family history in Scotland.
To reduce duplication of effort between the three organisations when providing family history
research services. This would improve customer service delivery in line with Modernising
Government initiatives and would release savings to be reinvested in further improvements.
To encourage and promote the setting up of local family history research centres that will be
run in the main by local authorities. Consultation began with a seminar for local authorities in
March 2003, and we will build on this throughout the project.
The project will develop the services provided under the ScotlandsPeople banner:
First, by more positively acknowledging each other’s services in existing, distinct material
(eg websites, promotional material, written enquiries).
Secondly, by actively promoting and linking each other’s services (eg establishing a ‘brand’,
creating a common website with direct links to each organisation’s websites, access to each
other’s IT systems).
Thirdly, by seamless working through partnership, providing a ‘one stop shop’ for all family
history services (eg creating a common reception point for visitors, merging websites,
rationalising charging policies).
Finally, a fully integrated service with a single entity responsible for service delivery
(ie establishing a single, joint family history centre with integrated search facilities, common IT
services and systems, enhanced visitor facilities and services, exhibition spaces and tours).
The £1.6 million spend announced in Spending Review 2002 will have its main impact at this
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stage, with major work to integrate IT systems, refurbishment of reception and search areas,
and investment to improve physical links and the visitor environment within the Register House
‘campus’.

George MacKenzie, Keeper of the Records of Scotland; Hugh Henry MSP,
Deputy Justice Minister; and Robin Blair, Lord Lyon King of Arms, in conversation
at the launch of the Scottish Family History Service.
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PAPER 2: ARCHIVES IN CANADA AND SCOTLAND – A STRONG INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE BY CANADIAN LEAH SANDER, WHO RECENTLY SPENT A YEAR WORKING IN THE NAS

The nature of archives is such that similar principles apply to their acquisition, arrangement,
description and public usability. Archivists around the world come together to discuss common
problems and find common solutions. Such international co-operation, I can say from personal
experience, is most definitely a worthwhile activity.
As a Canadian citizen studying archives at the University of Manitoba, I came across a posting on
the British archives NRA list-serv for a one-year term with the National Archives of Scotland. Not
imagining that the NAS would be interested in hiring a foreigner (albeit an ex-colonial), I
discovered that the institution was, in fact, amenable to my application. So I duly applied, flew
over for the interview, and, to my surprise and delight, found myself signed up to live and work in
Edinburgh for the year.
I began my year with six months in the Private Records Branch, where my first project was to list
the estate papers of a family from Fife. With deeds and plans dating from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, these papers were unlike any I had listed in Canada, and served straight
away to highlight the differences between the Scottish and Canadian archival scenes. Of course,
Canadian archival institutions do hold records of such age; but the land that would become
Canada was an under-exposed travel destination until well into the sixteenth century, by which
time the Scots had been busily creating records for centuries. Aboriginal people of a long ago
Canada (a word which is derived from the Iroquoian term for village) left a rich cultural heritage,
but no written record of their experiences; and whatever the Vikings thought of their brief holiday
in Newfoundland around the first millennium, they left to the saga-tellers back in Iceland. So, with
a territory that remained a hidden treasure to most for centuries, and a country that only
established itself with a federal government in 1867, it is no surprise that the majority of records in
Canadian archives are of a more recent nature.
Thus it was not only a pleasure for me to list seventeenth-century estate papers, but it was also a
novelty to work in the historical setting of the NAS, surrounded by so many ancient stories. The
impressive General Register House itself, to begin with, existed nearly a century before my home
country did. And imagine telling my Canadian friends that I had seen a prayer-book embroidered
by a young Elizabeth for her stepmother Katherine Parr! This was most definitely a treat. I also
improved my paleography by being exposed to older records, since during my six-month period in
the Historical Search Room, I was sometimes asked by readers to decipher sixteenth-century
testaments and sasines. I found this task to be quite a challenge since paleography is not taught
in Canadian archival courses, strange as that may seem to a British audience. But there is simply
not the same need for the skill, and whatever is needed is generally picked up on the job. Dealing
with records much older than I was accustomed to, then, gave me both smiles of delight as well
as a frequently furrowed brow, but all of it I welcomed and felt privileged to experience.
Differences in age aside, there are really many interesting connections between Scottish and
Canadian archives. The most obvious is that, while ‘British North America’ was a colony governed
by Westminster, Canada was also in many respects a colony of Scots. Scottish-born prime
ministers governed the country for the first twenty-three years after its birth, and there was no
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shortage of pioneering Scots among those who came to settle this vast wilderness. Displaced
families from Kildonan and Sutherland led by Sir Thomas Douglas, Fifth Earl of Selkirk, established
the first permanent settlement in the western prairies in 1812; Scottish-born entrepreneurs helped
to build a fur-trading empire that still shapes the country's national character; fur trading servants,
most of them Orcadian, travelled to remote outposts and navigated treacherous waterways in
uncharted territory for the sake of British and European fashion; and Hebridean and Highlander
crofters found themselves seeking a new life in that supposed ‘new Scotland,’ Nova Scotia, that
still fiercely maintains its Gaelic heritage. These, and numerous other examples, leave little doubt
that Scots have undeniably made their mark on Canadian history.
It should really have been no surprise to me, then, that while in the Private Records Branch at the
NAS, I should list papers of Sir Donald Smith, Lord Strathcona. Born and raised in Morayshire,
Smith left Scotland for Canada at the age of 18 to join the fur trading Hudson's Bay Company,
and subsequently became a dominant figure in the fledgling country's development. He was at the
forefront of the most significant nation-building activities of the nineteenth century, including
expansion of the fur trade, construction of a trans-continental railway, and early Canadian politics
and business. (Smith was the first president of the Bank
of Montreal, one of this country's longest-standing
banking institutions.) It is not really so unusual that such
a Canadian icon should hail from Scotland, given the
countless other connections mentioned above. Still,
sifting through Strathcona's papers in Room 4 at GRH, I
found it strange to find correspondence from his
business colleagues in Ottawa or from friends in tiny
little towns in rural Manitoba. Mention of these places
so familiar to me made me more aware not only of the
strong ties between Scotland and Canada, but also of
the fact that, more generally, whatever our background,
our stories are in some way all connected.
I am now currently working at the Hudson's Bay
Company Archives in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and am, of
course, surrounded by dead Scots. Their accents are a bit
stronger and the names of their first homes certainly more
meaningful than they would be had I not worked in
Edinburgh. After work, I can walk down Donald or Smith
Street, and take a bus on Selkirk Avenue to the Kildonan
Place Shopping Centre. Perhaps I'll think of those hardy
settlers who left all they had known for the hope of a
better life, yet barely survived the first bitter winter spent
on the banks of the Red River; or of a young Donald
Smith who left Forres for barren Newfoundland in the
service of the Hudson's Bay Company. More likely,
however, I'll think how wonderful it was to have such a
rich international archival experience at the National
Archives of Scotland, with its fascinating stories and, of
course, its friendly colleagues.
Leah Sander, at home in the Canadian winter.
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REPORT OF THE SCOTTISH RECORDS ADVISORY COUNCIL

The Council met on two occasions in this year. Although the Council meets formally only twice
each year, the expertise of its members continues to be called upon regularly in correspondence.
Its Secretary acts as a centre for electronic communications. This is very useful in enabling the
Council to respond timeously where appropriate to consultations by the Scottish Executive, the
Scottish Parliament and other bodies. This year in particular the Council was asked by the
Heritage Lottery Fund to comment on the consultation by the Department of Culture Media and
Sport in London on the future of the Lottery, and was able electronically to canvass views and
circulate draft conclusions for comment. In turn the DCMS report following the consultation has
been circulated amongst members, again electronically, and will be the subject of further Council
discussion in 2003-04.

MEMBERSHIP
Members of the Council for 2002-03 were Dr L Abrams, Dr M Barfoot, Mr P Daniels, Dr R
Davidson, Mr J Hamill, the Rt Hon Lord Kingarth, Mr J McGonigle, Professor H MacQueen
(Chairman), Mr F Rankin, Sheriff D Smith and Dr F Watson. Invited members representing the
Society of Archivists in Scotland were Ms M Stewart (archivist, Dumfries and Galloway Archives)
and Ms V Wilkinson (archivist, Royal Bank of Scotland). Mr S Bruce of the Freedom of Information
Unit Scottish Executive attended the meeting of Council in April 2003 and will in future report to it
on public records and Freedom of Information policy in the Executive. There is still one vacancy on
the Council, as we have been unable to achieve the appointment of an appropriate representative
of private archive holders, but this will be the subject of further efforts in the coming year. There is
now only one serving judge on the Council (Lord Kingarth), Sheriff David Smith having retired from
the bench, and it is clear that the Council should have judicial representation in its membership.
There has been little opportunity to appoint new members in the course of 2002-03, but when that
opportunity arises, the Council will continue to be mindful of the need to try and attract more
women, members from a wider geographical area and a greater age range.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Council meetings are attended by the Keeper of the Records of Scotland, the Registrar General
for Scotland, and Dr Peter Anderson of the National Archives of Scotland (Deputy Keeper).
Dr Alison Rosie of the National Archives of Scotland [NAS] acts as Secretary to the Council. The
Council expresses its thanks to these individuals for the assistance and advice which they
provide. In the interests of transparency, accounts of the Council’s own activities are available
both via its annual report, published in the Annual Report of the Keeper, and via its minutes, which
are on the website of the NAS. The Council is pursuing the question of having its own
independent website, using its own domain name.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
As mentioned in advance in last year’s report, the Council joined with the National Archives of
Scotland in organising a conference for archivists on the interaction between the requirements of
the Freedom of Information and Data Protection legislation. The conference, which took place in
the Playfair Library, University of Edinburgh, on 30 September 2002, was attended by over 100
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delegates, reflecting the widespread concerns about these Acts in the archive profession.
Speakers included representatives of the Justice Minister and the UK Information Commissioner,
as well as a number of persons representing archivists and users of archives. These included
George Rosie, an investigative journalist and author, Kevin Dunion (then the head of Friends of the
Earth Scotland, a lobbying and pressure group in the environmental field) and the Director of
Planning at Edinburgh University. A full report of the proceedings, with photographs, can be found
at http://www.nas.gov.uk/about_nas.htm. The conference was seen as a success, both in terms of
giving a better understanding of the legislation and its implications for practice and of creating a
better understanding of the demands that might be created by freedom of information in
particular.
The Chairman of the Council spent a good deal of time during 2002-03 in meetings and
consultations outside the Council in connection with the implementation of the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002, in particular the drafting by the Freedom of Information Unit of
the Scottish Executive of the code of practice to be used in connection with freedom of
information by public bodies in Scotland. A link was established with Kevin Dunion when he
became the Information Commissioner for Scotland, and he has been invited to attend the
October 2003 meeting of the Council.
The Council continues to hold the view, expressed in previous reports, that a specifically Scottish
Archives or Public Records Act, along the lines which it did itself suggest in 1999-2000, would be
of considerable value in the modernisation and further development of public records policy. The
current legislation, dating from 1937, is far behind present needs, practice and policy, and takes
no account of the requirements of freedom of information, data protection, or the increasingly
digital nature of many records. A modernising statute, dovetailing with the implementation of
freedom of information, would help to secure the success of information policy as well as
underpin firmly the operation of Scottish public archives in accordance with the highest
contemporary standards. This should, in the view of Council, be a priority for some time during
the second session of the Scottish Parliament.

ACCOMMODATION
The Council has monitored the refurbishment of General Register House and the proposed
development of Thomas Thomson House (which it visited in April 2003). The Council has
encouraged the inclusion of user facilities at Thomas Thomson House when such development
occurs, noting the possibility of improved public transport to the area under plans of the
Edinburgh City Council and other developers. The Council has also reiterated concern about the
quality of the user facilities at West Register House, and it is understood that limited refurbishment
is to take place there also, although it is uncertain what the longer-term future of the building may
be.

OTHER USER ISSUES
The Council continues to monitor and comment upon a number of issues of concern to users of
Scottish archives. It was pleased to learn that as a result of the Reader Survey conducted in
General Register House in June 2002 a trial late opening would be instituted for six months
beginning in June 2003. The Council is also very interested in and strongly supportive of a number
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of initiatives in connection with the digitisation of archive material in order to make it more readily
accessible to users not in the physical premises of the National Archives. The Scottish Archives
Network (SCAN), on which the Council is represented by the Chairman, the Family History
Scotland Project, and the ScotlandsPeople website operated by the Registrar General for
Scotland have all been reported to and discussed by the Council. The Council’s observations of
the value of Heritage Lottery Fund support for SCAN underpinned its response to the DCMS
consultation on the future of the Lottery (see above). The Council also learned with interest of the
work of the Archive Task Force established by Re:source to consider new ways of exploiting the
UK’s archival heritage, and the Chairman attended a seminar held by the Task Force in Edinburgh
at which these issues were discussed. The Task Force is expected to report in the autumn of
2003, and its conclusions will be discussed by the Council. Finally, the Keeper consulted the
Council on two matters: one a new scheme of fees and charges for searches and copies (the first
revision for ten years), the other a proposed change to the legislation regarding disposal of Sheriff
Court records.

LINKS
In addition to the Board of SCAN, the Council is represented at the recently established Scottish
Council on Archives, again by the Chairman. It also receives reports at its own meetings from the
Association of Scottish Local Authority Archivists Working Group (ASLAWG). The Chairman met
with Liz Forgan, chair of the Heritage Lottery Fund, and other trustees and managers of the Fund
in September 2002.

Professor H L MacQueen
On behalf of the Members.
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APPENDIX 1: ADDITIONS TO THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

REGISTERS OF SCOTLAND
Annual and statutory transmissions of records. All classes inventoried.
Chancery Records
C9

Great Seal warrants, Paper Register

59 pieces

1999 - 2002

C14

Quarter Seal records

1 piece

1999 - 2002

C15

Prince's Seal, Quarter Seal warrants

65 pieces

1999 - 2002

100 pieces

1900 - 1969

6 pieces

1810 - 1942

Department of Registers of Scotland
DRS3

Department of the Registers of Scotland –
Committees

DRS4

Reports and Publications

Diligence Registers
DI9

General Register of Inhibitions and Adjudications

112 pieces

2001 - 2002

DI11

General Register of Inhibitions and Adjudications,

4 pieces

2001

minute books
Register of Deeds
RD5

Register of Deeds

1,477 fiche

2002

RD5

Register, 3rd series

4,328 fiche

2002

RD15

Warrants, 3rd series

3,5572 pieces

2002 - 2003

RD16

Sasine preservation writs

1,268 pieces

1998 - 2002

RD23

Register of English and Irish Judgements

27 pieces

2000 - 2001

RD25

Certificates of English and Irish Judgements

2,237 pieces

2001 - 2002

Register of Sasines
RS88-122

Duplicate plans

15 pieces

2002

RS88-122

Register of Sasines

11,406 fiche

2001 - 2003

34 pieces

2000

RS193-227 Presentment Books, 1st series
Court of Session

Annual and statutory transmissions in terms of Act of Sederunt (Rules of Court Amendment No. 4)
(Transmissions of Records) 1976, and Act of Sederunt (Rules of Court Amendment No. 9)
(Miscellaneous Amendments) 1982. All classes inventoried.
CS312

Processes under Adoption of Children (Scotland)

CS318

Accountant of Court, concluded sequestration

31 pieces

1985 - 1996

3,352 pieces

2002

11,044 pieces

1996 -1997

Act, 1930, 20 & 21 Geo. V, cap.37
processes under 1856 Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act
and later statutes
CS348

Extracted and unextracted processes, including
ordinary actions
Petitions and Simplified Divorce Procedure
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High Court of Justiciary
Transmissions under Act of Adjournal (Consolidation) 1988, rule 160. All classes inventoried.
JC26

Processes, main series

2,353 pieces

1865 - 1991

JC30

Justiciary appeals books

4 pieces

1989

JC31

Justiciary appeals processes

5,683 pieces

1991 - 1992

JC32

Criminal appeals procedure books

1 piece

1991

JC34

Criminal appeals processes

606 pieces

1986 - 1992

3 pieces

2001 - 2002

2 pieces

1886

Scottish Land Court
LC1

Annual reports of Crofters' Commission and
Scottish Land Court

LC27

Scottish Land Court: Ross and Cromarty reports

Sheriff Courts
Transmissions under Public Records (Scotland) Act, 1937, section 2(10). All classes inventoried.
SC1

Aberdeen Sheriff Court – adoption records,
1973-1976; civil records 1917-1976; commissary
records, 1978-1986; criminal records, 1973-1977.

65 pieces

1917 - 1986

SC15

Dumfries Sheriff Court – adoption records,
1946-1976; civil records, 1945-1979; commissary
records, 1981-1984; criminal records, 1965-1979.
Inverness Sheriff Court – adoption records,
1964-1977; civil records, 1915-1993; commissary
records, 1838-1976; criminal records, 1955-1976.

159 pieces

1945 - 1984

140 pieces

1838 - 1993

SC29

SC31

Nairn Sheriff Court (closed 1977) - adoption records, 5 pieces

1856 - 1977

1955-1976; civil records, 1856-1977.
SC39

Edinburgh Sheriff Court – adoption records,
1970-1977; civil records, 1958-1977;
criminal records, 1973-1977.

185 pieces

1958 - 1977

SC45

Dundee Sheriff Court – adoption records,
1940-1976; criminal records, 1968-1976;
miscellaneous records, 1956-1974.

154 pieces

1940 - 1979

SC50

Campbeltown Sheriff Court – administrative records, 17 pieces
1857-1920; miscellaneous records, 1828-1920.

1828 - 1920

SC53

Greenock Sheriff Court – civil records, 1911-1981;
criminal records, 1968-1981.

1911 - 1981

77 pieces
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UNITED KINGDOM DEPARTMENTS
Transmissions under Public Records (Scotland) Act, 1937, section 5(1) and Public Records Act, 1958,
section 3(8). Except where otherwise stated, records prior to 1 January 1972 are open to public
inspection. All classes inventoried.
Board of Trade
BT2

Dissolved companies files (limited liability companies)

2,655 pieces

1879 - 1987

144 pieces

2000 - 2001

Crown Estate Commissioners
CR7

Leases and deeds

Customs and Excise
CE51

Dumfries outport records

1 piece

1980 - 1989

CE53

Montrose outport records

2 pieces

1922 - 1988

CE55

Kirkwall outport records

9 pieces

1918 - 1988

CE57

Leith outport records

7 pieces

1922 - 1988

CE59

Glasgow outport records

1 piece

1928 - 1988

CE62

Inverness outport records

23 pieces

1889 - 1989

CE63

Kirkcaldy outport records

9 pieces

1921 - 1990

CE64

Banff outport records

9 pieces

1925 - 1989

CE65

Peterhead outport records

9 pieces

1936 - 1990

CE66

Fraserburgh outport records

8 pieces

1917 - 1988

CE67

Alloa outport records

1 piece

1952 - 1989

CE70

Dundee outport records

2 pieces

1923 - 1988

CE72

Troon outport records

1 piece

1986 - 1988

CE76

Ayr outport records

1 piece

1946 - 1989

CE80

Arbroath outport records

5 pieces

1907 - 1990

CE82

Campbeltown outport records

1 piece

1961 - 1989

CE85

Lerwick outport records

9 pieces

1911 - 1989

CE86

Stornoway outport records

1 piece

1927 - 1989

CE87

Aberdeen outport and district records

7 pieces

1930 - 1989

CE88

Methil outport records

1 piece

1950 - 1981

CE89

Buckie outport records

10 pieces

1943 - 1989

CE96

Burntisland outport records

1 piece

1931 - 1973

CE106

Granton outport records

1 piece

1958 - 1989

CE113

Wick outport and district records

11 pieces

1928 - 1989

CE114

Ardrossan outport and district records

1 piece

1932 - 1941

CE115

Ullapool outport records

6 pieces

1928 - 1989

HM Inspectorate of Education
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HMI9

Inspection Reports

267 pieces

2001 - 2002

HMI10

Publications

26 pieces

1995 - 2002

SCOTTISH DEPARTMENTS
The headings used in this section of the accessions list continue to be those by which Scottish
Executive (formerly Scottish Office) departments were known between 1991 and the departmental
reorganisation of 1995. Following the Scottish Office Senior Management review, which was
implemented from October 1995, these titles were superseded and some responsibilities were
transferred between departments as part of a general reorganisation. The Scottish Office became the
Scottish Executive in 1999 after devolution. The names of previous or later departments and agencies
carrying the general responsibilities outlined in each section are given in brackets. Details of the transfer
of individual functions within and between departments are being added to the NAS catalogues.
Transmissions under Public Records (Scotland) Act, 1937, section 5(1). Except where otherwise stated
in square brackets, records prior to 1 January 1972 are open to public inspection. All classes
inventoried.
Lord Advocate’s Department
AD15

Crown Office precognitions1

114 pieces

1927

AD15

Crown Office precognitions [75]

214 pieces

1976 - 1989

AD23

Linlithgow Procurator Fiscal records

1 piece

1981 - 1983

AD24

Crown Office criminal appeals [75]

3,370 pieces

1982 - 1989

Scottish Office Agriculture, Environment and Fisheries Department
(later the Scottish Office Agriculture, Environment and Fisheries Department, including some functions
from the former Scottish Office Environment Department)
AF45

Land utilisation, tenure and improvement files

12 pieces

1977 - 1997

AF46

Livestock products and agricultural marketing files

10 pieces

1977 - 1997

AF47

Crop files

2 pieces

1977

AF60

Seed and plant health files

3 pieces

1972 - 1977

AF622

Fisheries files (main series)

78 pieces

1970 - 2001

AF70

Education, research and intelligence files

10 pieces

1976 - 1996

AF71

Agricultural credit (subsidies, grants etc) files

4 pieces

1986 - 1991

AF72

Animal health files

1 piece

1995 - 1996

AF74

Pests files

17 pieces

1969 - 1986

AF793

Afforestation files

2 pieces

1991 - 1996

AF83

Estate management files

28 pieces

1912 - 1984

AF89

European Economic Community files

4 pieces

1990 - 1997

Scottish Office Development Department (earlier Environment Department)
(formerly the Scottish Office Environment Department with some functions passed to the Scottish Office
Agriculture, Environment and Fisheries Department, the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency and
Historic Scotland)
DD44

Roads and bridges files

15 pieces

1956 - 1997

DD65

Housing files

41 pieces

1972 - 2000

1 New listing following expiry of 75 year closure period.
2 Early release: AF62/5896, 5898-9,5904-6, 5908.
3 Early release: AF79/348
4 Early release: DD4/6046, 6050
5 Early release: DD6/5032, 5042
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DD9

Industrial pollution files

89 pieces

1964 - 1996

DD12

Planning files

9 pieces

1985 - 1992

DD13

Environmental services and pollution files

13 pieces

1974 - 1998

DD176

Transport files

42 pieces

1970 - 1999

DD357

Research service files

1 piece

1992 - 1993

Scottish Office Education Department
(later the Scottish Office Education and Industry Department with some functions passed to the Student
Awards Agency for Scotland)
ED3

Museums and galleries files

1 piece

1994 - 1996

ED6

Libraries files

1 piece

1988

ED8

Advisory councils on education in Scotland files

7 pieces

1986

ED11

Child care files

7 pieces

1987 - 1989

ED15

Approved schools and remand homes files

16 pieces

1977 - 1989

ED26

Higher and formal further education files

12 pieces

1972 - 1993

ED27

Informal further education files

1 piece

1996 - 1997

ED288

Special education files

5 pieces

1973 - 1997

ED29

Broadcasting, television and film files

2 pieces

1985 - 1987

ED33

Miscellaneous records

1 piece

1996 - 1997

ED399

Social and community services files

20 pieces

1969 - 1999

ED44

Departmental circulars

1 piece

1996

ED45

School Inspectorate files

1 piece

1996

ED4810

Primary and secondary education files

43 pieces

1970 - 1997

ED51

Training and supply of teachers files

2 pieces

1990 - 1995

ED61

Arts files

1 piece

1990 - 1996

ED62

Sport, leisure and recreation files

4 pieces

1977 - 1986

Scottish Office Home and Health Department
(later part of the Scottish Office Education and Industry Department)
HH41

Legal and general files

18 pieces

1989 - 2000

HH54

Fire services general files

6 pieces

1977 - 1988

HH55

Police services general files

6 pieces

1977 - 1985

HH57

Prisons and borstal services general files

14 pieces

1972 - 1995

HH5911

Mental health files

2 pieces

1970 - 1991

HH61

Local authority health services (health
and welfare) files

4 pieces

1977 - 1982

6 Early release: DD17/1934-6, 1942-52, 2017-22
7 Early release: DD35/100
8 Early release: ED28/488
9 Early release: ED39/992-8; Special closure: ED39/991
10 Early release: ED48/2513-4
11 Early release: HH59/289
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HH93

Nursing and midwifery education and training files

2 pieces

1994

HH94

National Health Service: Management Executive

4 pieces

1992 - 1997

HH97

Chief Scientist Organisation files

4 pieces

1974 - 1995

HH9812

Scottish Health Service Planning Council
secretariat files

23 pieces

1977 - 1998

HH101

National Health Service, administrative files

52 pieces

1971 - 2001

HH10213

National Health Service, services files

7 pieces

1975 - 1992

HH103

National Health Service, staff files

6 pieces

1993 - 1995

1 piece

2000

Scottish Executive Rural Affairs Department
SE/RAD/4/1/1 Scottish Natural Rural Partnership
Scottish Office Industry Department
(later part of the Scottish Office Education and Industry Department)
SEP2

Exports files

SEP4

Regional industrial promotion and development files 48 pieces

3 pieces

1991 - 1996
1973 - 1997

SEP6

Tourism Files

1 piece

1995 - 1996

SEP7

Training files

1 piece

1994

SEP8

Enterprise and Employment files

4 pieces

1989 - 1996

SEP10

Economics and statistics files

1 piece

1992 - 1993

SEP12

Highland development files

13 pieces

1977 - 1996

SEP14

Energy files

2 pieces

1995 - 1996

SEP15

New towns files

10 pieces

1967 - 1997

SEP16

Scottish Economic Planning Council files

2 pieces

1982 - 1996

Scottish Office Central Services
(Central Services remains a separate department. However, many functions which had previously been
carried out centrally were transferred to individual departments.)
SOE1

Manpower and organisation files

25 pieces

1898 - 1996

SOE2

Personnel management files

2 pieces

1988

SOE3

Personnel services files

11 pieces

1971 - 1992

SOE4

Office services files

1 piece

1993 - 1995

SOE614

Finance files

89 pieces

1977 - 2000

SOE1015

Solicitor's Office files

11 pieces

1987 - 1995

SOE16

Scottish Office Management Group files

32 pieces

1971 - 1994

SOE19

Scottish Office Efficiency Unit reports

181 pieces

1970 - 2000

SOE23

Central Statistics Unit

1 piece

1991

12 Early release: HH98/512-4
13 Early release: HH102/1890, 1906-8
14 Early release: SOE6/1/1550-75, 1602-1633
15 Special closure: SOE10/129-137 [70 years]
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Scottish Record Office (The National Archives of Scotland)
SRO25

Printer’s Plates and Blocks
Engraved printer’s plates for James Anderson,
Diplomata Scotiae. (G)

4 pieces

18th cent.

23 pieces

1993 - 2001

NON-DEPARTMENTAL PUBLIC BODIES
Transmissions as per Scottish Departments.
Central Council for Education and Training in Social Work
CCE1

Central Council for Education and Training in
Social Work

Highlands and Islands Enterprise
HIE

Highlands and Islands Enterprise

3 pieces

2002

HIE9

Publications

4 pieces

2001 - 2002

Scottish Higher Education Funding Council
SHF1

Annual Reports & Corporate Plans

2 pieces

2001

SHF2

Publications

3 pieces

2001

SHF5

Consultation Papers

2 pieces

2001

SHF6

Circular letters

10 pieces

2001

SHF7

Information for Institutions

1 piece

2001

SHF8

Agendas, minutes and papers for Council meetings 8 pieces

2001

SHF13

Scottish Further Education Funding Council
Minutes of Meetings

12 pieces

2001

SHF14

Scottish Higher Education Funding Council
Circular Letters

8 pieces

2001

SHF15

Scottish Further Education Funding Council
Consultation Papers

1 piece

2001

SHF16

Scottish Further Education Funding Council
Publications

1 piece

2001

SHF17

Scottish Funding Council for Further and Higher
Education: Minutes of Meetings

1 piece

2001

SHF18

Scottish Further Education Funding Council
Annual Report and Corporate Plan

2 pieces

2001

9 pieces

1953 - 1980

British Railways Board (Scotland)
British Rail (Scotland)
BR/RSR/4

British Railways (Scottish Region)
Miscellaneous books and records
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Church Records
Church of Scotland General Assembly Records
CH1

Church of Scotland General Assembly; Reports of
the General Assembly 2000 and 2001.

3 pieces

2000 - 2001

Church of Scotland Synod, Presbytery and Kirk Session Records
CH2/123

Colinton, Edinburgh, Kirk Session records;
communion roll list 1977-1983, communion rolls
2000-2002.

4 pieces

1977 - 2002

CH2/125

Edinburgh, Duddingston, Kirk Session records;
minutes 1877-1985, cash books 1904-1946,
1958-1964, assessments 1833-1851,
electoral roll n.d.

7 pieces

1833 - 1985

CH2/153

Fetteresso, Stonehaven, Kirk Session records;
minutes 1910-1990, congregational board minutes
1964-1969, communion registers 1834-1890,
communicants' roll 1876-1926,
proclamations registers 1856-1975, cash books
and ledgers 1878-1939, Poor’s Fund cash
books 1819-1939.

32 pieces

1819 - 1990

CH2/280

Newhills, Aberdeenshire, Kirk Session records;
3 pieces
minutes 1968-1987, War memorial book 1914-1919.

1914 - 1987

CH2/317

St Andrews Lhanbryd, Elgin, Kirk Session records;
burial register 1862-1895.

1 piece

1862 - 1895

CH2/383

Liberton Kirk Session records; minutes 1994-2001.

4 pieces

1994 - 2001

CH2/432

Edinkillie Kirk Session records; minutes
5 pieces
1649-1676 (copy), 1865-1965, Deacons’
Court minutes 1865-1965, baptismal
register 1855-1982, proclamation register 1874-1977.

1649 - 1982

CH2/461

Coatbridge, Old Monkland Kirk Session records;
48 pieces
minutes 1868-1972, communion rolls 1918-1976,
registers 1935-1969, treasurer’s account 1917-1978,
cash book 1942-1949, Women’s Guild minutes
1938-1960.
Rattray Kirk Session records; proclamations
1 piece
register 1911-1977.

1868 - 1978

CH2/525
CH2/555

Nigg, Aberdeenshire, Kirk Session records;
minutes 1902-1999, register of discipline 1905-1934,
congregation board minutes 1966-2000,
baptismal register 1888-1920, proclamations
registers 1889-1977, communion rolls
1834-2000.

32 pieces

1911 – 1977
1834 - 2000
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CH2/56416

Glasgow, St Clement's Kirk Session records;
Sabbath school examination certificates
1907-1939.

6 pieces

1907 - 1939

CH2/603

Morebattle Kirk Session records; minutes
1726-1858.

2 pieces

1726 - 1858

CH2/660

Ladykirk Church, Berwickshire, Kirk Session records;

1 piece

2001

NADFAS record of church furnishings 2001.
CH2/671

Yetholm Kirk Session records; minutes 1921-1947.

1 piece

1921 - 1947

CH2/779

Dyke Kirk Session records; minutes 1941-1983.

2 pieces

1941 - 1983

CH2/974

Innerleithen Kirk Session records; minutes
1898-1952, cash books 1913-1942, communion
roll 1908-1952.

8 pieces

1898 - 1952

CH2/114317 St. Kenneth's Holmfauldhead, Govan Kirk
Session records; volume of manuscript sermons
1896-1898 and loose papers 1896-1909.

2 pieces

1896 - 1909

CH2/1221

Ardallie Kirk Session records; minutes 1957-1974,
congregational board minutes, 1950-1974,
accounts 1917-1974, property register 1956-1974,
certificates of transference 1974-1981.

5 pieces

1917 - 1981

CH2/1226

Craigneuk (Wishaw) Kirk Session records;
Board minutes 1932-1970, communion rolls
1903-1955.

6 pieces

1903 - 1970

CH2/1251

Linwood Kirk Session records; communion rolls
1948-1963

2 pieces

1948 - 1963

CH2/1473

Parton Kirk Session records; minutes 1830-1850,
accounts 1912-1951, communion roll 1893-1907,
baptism register 1891-1989, proclamations
register 1891-1979.
East Kilbride Old parish records; minutes
1921-1995, loose papers 1933-1980.

5 pieces

1830 - 1989

8 pieces

1921 - 1995

CH2/1528

Lockhart Memorial Church of Scotland records;
communion rolls 1901-1987, minutes 1928-1984,
registers 1901-1949, miscellaneous papers
1900-1964.

58 pieces

1901 - 1987

CH2/1533

Oban Chapel of Ease/Old Parish Kirk Session
records; minutes 1832-1983, communicants’
rolls 1909-1983, baptism registers 1869-1983,
proclamation registers 1932-1986.

28 pieces

1832 - 1986

CH2/1485

16 Records held under charge and superintendence (Glasgow City)
17 Records held under charge and superintendence (Glasgow City)
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CH2/1538

Old Deer Kirk Session records; minutes 1919-1953. 1 piece

1919 - 1953

CH2/1550

Kelso Presbytery records; minutes 1743-1929,
registers 1744-1903.

8 pieces

1743 - 1929

CH2/146718 Balfron North Kirk Session records; minutes
1941-1967, communion roll 1942-1967.

3 pieces

1941 - 1967

CH2/1534

Kilmore and Kilbride Kirk Session records; minutes
1810-1966, communion rolls 1875-1923, registers
1901-1949.

8 pieces

1810 - 1966

CH2/1535

Oban, St Columba's Kirk Session records; minutes
1872-1949, communion roll 1881-1949.
Walkerburn QS Kirk Session records; minutes
and loose papers 1878-1936.

9 pieces

1872 - 1949

2 pieces

1878 - 1936

CH2/1549

Former Secession and Free Church Records
CH3/186

Kelso UP Presbytery records; minutes 1847-1900.

4 pieces

1847 - 1900

CH3/417

Edinburgh, Lothian Road (formerly Gardner's
Crescent) United Associate Congregation
(later UP, UF and C of S); minutes 1841-1897,
pledge book 1888-1928.
Balfron South Kirk Session records; communion
roll 1935-1967, proclamation register 1932-1967.
Hamilton, St John's Free Church records; minutes
1907-1972, accounts 1852-1985, miscellaneous
records 1899-1930.
Radnor Park UP Church, Clydebank, records;
minutes 1952-1984.

3 pieces

1841 - 1928

3 pieces

1932 - 1967

14 pieces

1899 - 1985

3 pieces

1952 - 1984

CH3/42519
CH3/680

CH3/716
CH3/727

Dunollie Road and Christ Church, Dunollie,
Kirk Session records; minutes 1938-1983,
communion rolls 1923-1983, register 1877-1938.

13 pieces

1877 - 1983

CH3/937

Innerleithen Free Church, UF St John’s
Kirk Session records, united with UF Law as
Innerleithen UF church; minutes 1900-1953,
communion rolls 1867-1881.

4 pieces

1867 - 1953

CH3/938

Innerleithen UP, Law Church, Craigside
10 pieces
Church Kirk Session records; minutes 1912-1919,
communion rolls 1875-1852, cash books 1886-1945,
loose papers 1873-1924.

1873 - 1945

18 Records held under charge and superintendence (Stirling Council)
19 Records held under charge and superintendence (Stirling Council)
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CH3/1185

Grange Church, Kilmarnock Kirk Session records;
minute books, communion rolls, cash books,
photographs and correspondence, 1896-1965.

59 pieces

1896 - 1965

CH3/1554

United Presbyterian Magazine, vols. XIV-XIX
and XXI-XXII, 1870-1875 and 1877-1878.

8 pieces

1870 - 1878

CH3/1558

Oban, Argyll Square and St Columba's Argyll Square; minutes 1897-1983, communion
rolls 1915-1983, registers 1932-1984.

25 pieces

1897 - 1984

CH3/1569

Makerstoun Free Church Kirk Session records;
minutes 1846-1936, loose papers 1933-1936.

2 pieces

1846 - 1936

CH3/1570

Free Presbytery of Kelso and Lauder records;
minutes 1843-1900.

3 pieces

1843 - 1900

CH3/1571

Jedburgh and Kelso UF Presbytery records; minutes
1900-1929.

3 pieces

1900 - 1929

5 pieces

1929 - 2001

Scottish Episcopal Church
CH12

Episcopal Church of Scotland; Publications
received from the Office of the General Synod of
the Scottish Episcopal Church: Scottish Liturgy,
1920, 1979 & 1982, Braille edition
Human Sexuality: A Study Guide, 2001 (2 copies).

OTHER TRANSMISSIONS
Committees and Commissions
COM29

National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education
(Dearing Committee)

250 pieces

1996 - 1997

COM30

National Committee of Inquiry into Higher
211 pieces
Education, Scottish Committee (Garrick Committee)

1996 - 1997

Gifts and Deposits
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GD1/905

McLagan railway collection; Locomotive Journal,
2001-2002; West Coast Main Line gradient
profile, 1974. (D)

4 pieces

1974 - 2002

GD1/1292

Papers concerning the Campbells of Craignish and 21 pieces
Logganlochan, Argyll; family papers and
photographs. (D)

1888 - 1927

GD1/1231

Papers relating to electoral registration in
62 pieces
Linlithgowshire; Papers relating to the compilation
and amendment of Parliamentary electoral registers
for Linlithgowshire from the 1830s. (P)

1768 - 1880

GD1/1301

Cramond Heritage Trust; papers relating to
Edinburgh Airport extension enquiry.

20 pieces

1971 - 1975

GD1/1302

Record of the Scots Parliament. (D)

1 piece

1633 - 1652

GD1/1304

Railway Directors' reports; published
railway reports. (G)

4 pieces

1850 – 1903

GD1/1306

Balfour Writs; bonds, dispositions and other
legal documents pertaining to properties owned
by the Balfour family. (P)

7 pieces

1823 - 1920

GD1/130820 Portobello Bottle Factory and United Glass,
Scotland; correspondence, notes, factory site
plans and photographs of staff, premises and
production. (G)

15 pieces

c.1950s - 1981

GD1/1311

Shairp of Houston Papers 1723-c1990; account
of meeting with Napoleon Bonaparte c.1817,
extracts from St Petersburg church records,
certificates of commission of marriage, probate,
wills and testaments, privately printed family
history and other papers. (G)

22 pieces

1723 - c.1990

GD1/1313

James Jardine (1776-1858) Civil Engineer;
photocopies of documents relating to
James Jardine. (G)

4 pieces

1822 - 1985

GD1/1314

Mure of Caldwell; invoices and receipts
1874-1919. (G)

72 pieces

1874 - 1919

GD1/1316

Photographs of pupils and staff of George
Watson’s Ladies College Edinburgh, 1930. (U)

4 pieces

1930

GD1/1317

Abyssinian liturgical fragment; page from
illuminated Coptic manuscript with miniature
depicting the miracles of Mary (18th century). (D)

1 piece

18th cent.

GD1/1318

Letter from Alexander Carlyle referring to
progress of war with France 1799, miscellaneous
correspondence of W. Cerjat and W. Adam,
1799-1808. (P)

3 pieces

1799 - 1808

GD1/1319

Bound collection of law prints belonging to
Robert MacQueen, later Lord Braxfield. (G)

1 piece

1772 - 1774

GD1/1320

Letter to Thomas Crofton Croker and other
correspondence 1797-1853. (P)

1 piece

1797 - 1853

GD1/1321

Campbell and Don Wauchope WS, Edinburgh;
correspondence & receipted bills. (G)

367 pieces

1860 - 1949

GD1/1322

Rose of Kilravock; Charters & dispositions. (G)

8 pieces

1759 - 1800

GD1/1323

Letter to William Forbes of Callendar and
other correspondence 1789-1893. (P)

5 pieces

1789 - 1893

GD1/1324

Records of the Maxwell-Scott Trust;
correspondence. (G)

295 pieces

1923 - 1957

GD58

Carron Company addit.; company magazines
and printed report. (G)

33 pieces

1769 - 1959

20 Special closures apply
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GD99

Vans Agnew of Barnbarroch, addit.; correspondence
about house painting 1807. (D)

GD155

Maxtone Graham of Cultoquhey, addit.; Christmas 1 piece
card to the Scottish Record Office containing article
about a portrait by Gainsborough Dupont
(1754-1797) of the Hon Mrs Graham. (G)

1993

GD233

Dundonald muniments, addit; unpublished
6 pieces
biography of Thomas, Lord Cochrane. Commission
by Queen Victoria to Thomas, Lord Cochrane,
Vice Admiral of Royal Navy 1837, Great Seal of
Queen Victoria 1837 (detached from Commission) (D)

1837 - 1981

GD268

Loch Muniments, addit.; note concerning
admission of Lady Loch to the Grand Privy of the
Order of the Hospital of St John of Jerusalem in
England 1899 (D)
St Andrew Boat Club, Edinburgh; correspondence,
programmes and accounts. (G)

1 piece

1899

25 pieces

1887 - 1988

Cringletie Muniments; family and other papers
of the Lairds of Cringletie, 1327-1945: 67 medieval
charters and other title to lands, and other legal
and estate papers, mostly estate accounts and
vouchers. (G)
Papers of Sir John Stewart-Clark Bart. addit.
1864-1924; miscellaneous correspondence and
papers relating to work done by tradesmen on
the Dundas Castle estate and subscriptions paid
by J Stewart-Clark to various societies and
charities, 1895-1933. (G)

972 pieces

1327 - 1945

1 piece

1895 - 1933

GD475/2-821 Railtrack Scotland; Railtrack Scotland, working
timetables, September 2001-May 2003; weekly
operating notices 2002; statement of proposals
and progress report, 2002; customer
satisfaction survey, 2002. (D)

52 pieces

2001 - 2003

GD495

Papers of the Society of Writers to the Signet;
miscellaneous items. (D)

51 pieces

1598 - 1988

GD498

Colonel James Gardiner; correspondence. (D)

42 pieces

1739 - 1855

RH1/2/985

Photographs of letters and memorandum by Charles
Edward Stewart, 1746.

3 pieces

1746

RH2/8/117

Copies of the register of irregular marriages,
Springfield, Gretna Heritors' Records

5 pieces

1845 - 1850

HR518

Orwell Heritors' Records

30 pieces

1832 - 1934

GD418
GD436

GD460

21 Special closures apply (25 years)
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2 pieces

1807

Law Society of Scotland
LS1

The Law Society of Scotland [50]

14 pieces

2001 - 2002

MAPS AND PLANS
RHP140001

1 piece

1799 - 1808

RHP140002-03 Plans of Liberton churchyard, Edinburgh. (ex CH2/383)

Plan of Sauchrie estate, Maybole, Ayrshire. (ex GD1/1299)

2 pieces

1839 - 1862

RHP140004-05 Plan and architectural drawings relating to Holyrood Park,
Edinburgh. (ex MW)

2 pieces

1836 - 1858

RHP140006-13 Locus of crime plans from High Court of Justiciary processes,
main series. (ex JC26)

8 pieces

19th cent.

RHP140014-30 Locus of crime plans from the Lord Advocate’s Department, 17 pieces
Crown Office Precognitions. (ex AD14 & AD15)

1830 - 1911

RHP140031-62 Locus of crime plans from High Court of Justiciary
processes main series. (ex JC26)

32 pieces

1861 - 1897

RHP140063-65/4 Architectural drawings from HM Customs & Excise properties.
(ex CE)

6 pieces

c.1800 - 1878

RHP140066-75 Plans of Galashiels and Selkirkshire. (ex GD1/1312)

10 pieces

RHP140076

Map of Scotland showing electricity generating stations and 1 piece
main transmission systems. (ex SEP14)

RHP140077-80 Locus of crime plans from the Lord Advocate's Department,
Crown Office precognitions. (ex AD15)
5 pieces

1795 - 1851
c.1973

1926

RHP140081-86 Photocopies of plans and architectural drawings of
East Fenton farm, Dirleton, East Lothian. (NRAS4077)

6 pieces

1844 - 1937

RHP140087-93 Architectural drawings of Fortingall Parish Church, Perthshire.
(ex CH2/1449)

5 pieces

1899 - 1902

RHP140094140305

Locus of crime plans from High Court of Justiciary processes,
main series. (ex JC26)

220 pieces

1900 - 1973

RHP140306

Locus of crime plan from Lord Advocate's Department,
Crown Office Precognitions. (ex AD14)

1 piece

1848

RHP140307-11 Architectural drawing of British Transport Hotels. (ex BR)

26 pieces

c.1957 - 1974

RHP140312

1 piece

1848

RHP140313-15 Plans from Peebles Sheriff Court. (ex SC42)

3 pieces

1938 - 1948

RHP140316-17 Plans from Stirling Sheriff Court. (ex SC67)

4 pieces

1934

RHP140318-20 Locus of crime plans from Lord Advocate's Department,
Crown Office Precognitions. (ex AD14)

3 pieces

c.1826 - 1830

RHP140321-25 Plans from Haddington, Peebles and Wigtown Sheriff

6 pieces

1920 - 1948

1 piece

Undated

RHP140327-28 Plans of Berwickshire & East Lothian. (Unknown)

2 pieces

19th cent. c.1968

RHP140329-30

Architectural drawings of Edinburgh Castle. (English Heritage)

2 pieces

1910

RHP140331

Locus of crime plan from High Court of Justiciary process,

1 piece

1839

Plan of Highfield estate, Ross & Cromarty.
(Mrs Cassells, Edinburgh)

Courts. (ex SC19, SC40 & SC42)
RHP140326

Architectural drawing of [Knockando] parish church.
(ex CH/1509)
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main series. (ex JC26)
RHP140332-39 Architectural drawings of British Transport Hotels. (ex BR)

32 pieces

1927 - 1983

RHP140340/1-9 Architectural drawings of Nicolson Square Methodist Church 9 pieces
Edinburgh. (Methodist Church)

1978

RHP140341-42 Plans from Inverkeithing Kirk Session. (ex CH2/538)

Late 19th
cent.

RHP140343

2 pieces

Architectural drawing of St Paul’s Church, Leith. (ex CH2/1504) 1 piece

1910

RHP140344-58 Locus of crime plans from High Court of Justiciary
processes. Main series. (ex JC26)

24 pieces

1975 - 1980

RHP140359-81 Locus of crime plans from Lord Advocate's Department,
Crown Office Precognitions. (ex AD14 & AD15)

23 pieces

1835 - 1914

RHP140382-85 Feuing plans etc for Newhaven, Edinburgh. (ex TS21)

4 pieces

1801 - 1862

RHP140388-95 Plans of Colonsay and other areas. (ex GD490)

9 pieces

1900 - 1973

RHP140396

Plan of estate of Polton and Bonnyrigg, Midlothian. (Unknown) 1 piece

1796

RHP140397-

Estate plans, various counties. (ex GD500)

18 pieces

c.1750 - 1937

RHP140412-17 Plans of Colonsay and other areas. (ex GD490)

6 pieces

c.1900 - 1973

RHP140418

Plan of Scotlandwell Moss, Portmoak, Perthshire.

1 piece

1820

RHP140419

Plan of Inveresk Haugh. (Deposited by A & W M Urquhart,
Edinburgh).

1 piece

1836

RHP140420

Architectural drawing of Forfar Post Office (ex CH3)

1 piece

1969

RHP140421

Plan of the lands belonging to the Town of Perth. (Unknown) 1 piece

20th cent.

RHP140422

Plan of the baronies of Craigmillar and Liberton, Edinburgh.
(ex GD236)

1 piece

1794 - 1826

RHP140423

Plan of Birniehill estate, Carstairs, Lanarkshire. (ex GD314)

1 piece

1877

RHP140424140434/6

Plans of lands in Berwickshire, East Lothian and Perthshire, 25 pieces
c.1819-1938; architectural drawings of Edinburgh University
settlement premises, 1927-1932. (ex GD236)

140411

RHP140435-45 Plans of lands belonging to the Earl of Dalhousie, Angus.
RHP140446

13 pieces

Architectural drawing of Greyfriars Kirk, Edinburgh. (Unknown) 1 piece

c.1819 - 1938

1829 - c.1938
c.1760
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APPENDIX 2: SURVEYS ADDED TO THE REGISTER

The following list, which is arranged in accession order, gives brief details of all surveys added to
the Register from April 2002 to March 2003. In the case of surveys contributed by other than
National Archives of Scotland staff, the source is attributed in brackets at the end of the entry. The
entry also shows the number of pages in each survey. Additions to earlier surveys appear at the
end of this list.
NEW SURVEYS
4069. Edinburgh City Archives. St Cuthbert’s/West Kirk Charity Workhouse. Minute books,
1766-1845; accounts, 1762-1834; reports, 1833-62; inventories, 1763-77. [SL222/4].
(Archivist, Edinburgh City Archives.) 5 pages.
4070. Argyll & Bute Council Archives. Cowal Choral Club. Minutes, 1942-78; cash book, 198298; register of choir members, 1953-87; attendance register, 1946-90; subscriptions, 1961-73;
rules of the Cowal Choral Club, n d; annual abstracts of accounts and financial statements;
correspondence, 1952-81; programmes, 1947-2001, photographs, 1949-95. [DR/1/75].
(Archivist, Argyll & Bute Council Archives). 3 pages.
4071. Ayrshire Archives. Cumnock District Wine, Spirit and Beer Defence Association. Minute
books, 1893-1932; bank records, 1893-1908; correspondence, 1903-4; notices, 1902; invoices,
1907. [EAC/DC/15]. (Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 2 pages.
4072. Ayrshire Archives. Catrine Bleaching Works. Financial records, 1903-7. [SAC/DC/7].
(Business Archives Council for Scotland.) 2 pages.
4073. Ayrshire Archives. James D Donald. Farm diaries, 1897-1945. [SAC/DC/10].
(Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 3 page.s
4074. Ayrshire Archives. Cumnock Co-operative Society. Committee minute book, 1891-1902.
[EAC/DC/16]. (Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 2 pages.
4075. Ayrshire Archives. George Reid & Son Ltd. Board records, 1940-86; financial records,
1946-82; tender books, 1964-95; jobbings books, 1937-45; contract account ledgers, 1956-78;
administrative records, 1952-89. [SAC/DC/15]. (Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 3 pages.
4076. Perth and Kinross Council Archives. City of Perth Co-operative Society Ltd. Minute
books, 1897-1906; Pioneer, 1921-37; Diamond Jubilee Souvenir, 1931. Co-operative Parliamentary
Representation: minute book, 1918-28. National Co-operative Traffic Managers’ Association
(Scottish Section), subscription book, 1961-84. “The City of Perth and its Co-operative Society”
by J Willcocks, 1892. [TD19/6/96]. (Archivist, Perth and Kinross Council Archives.) Replaces survey
1729. 1 page.
4078. Ayrshire Archives. Shieldmains Colliery. Plans and related reports, 1942-44. [SAC/DC/8].
(Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 2 pages.
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4079. Ayrshire Archives. William R McCulloch. Milk books, 1924-31; customer accounts ledger,
1925-47; daily accounts ledger and record of debtors, 1929-48. [SAC/DC/9]. (Business Archives
Council of Scotland.) 3 pages.
4080. Ayrshire Archives. William Flint & Son Ltd. Memoranda and Articles of Association, 190813; minute and agenda books, 1912-21; directors’ reports and liquidator’s reports, 1912-28; legal
agreements, 1903-13; share records, 1912-21; letter books, 1912-27; sundry balance books 191221; bank records, 1912-28, cash journals, 1918-23; ledgers, 1920-21; account files, 1912-19;
liquidation records, 1921-29; annual returns, 1912-22; profit and loss accounts, 1905-53; stock
books, 1912-21; photographs. Sir John Flint’s Trust. Executry, intromissions and disposition and
settlements, 1885-1915; insurance records, 1866-1915; correspondence, 1887-1915; inventories
and property records, 1898-1911; profit and loss and general accounts, 1901-13; business
accounts, 1910. [SAC/DC/22/1]. (Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 8 pages.
4081. Ayrshire Archives. National Union of Mineworkers (Scottish Area). Board records, 196465. [EAC/DC/17]. (Business Archives Council of Scotland.) 2 pages.
4082. Ayrshire Archives. Loudoun Estate. Letter books, 1903-33; Cash books, 1875-1954; Rent
Books, 1891-1939; Legal agreements and financial records, 1857-1967. [EAC/DC/18]. (Business
Archives Council of Scotland.) 3 pages.
4083. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. Fletcher of Dunans. Minute book of tutors and
curators appointed to his children by John Fletcher of Dunans, including an inventory of Dunans
House, 1822-30. [DR/1/176]. (Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 1 page.
4084. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. Lismore Agricultural Society. Minute book, 1853-62.
[DR/1/182]. (Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 1 page.
4085. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. Geilston Hall and Institute. Deed of constitution, 1920;
annual financial statements, 1958-90; memorial for Opinion of Counsel on behalf of the Geilston
Hall Trustees, 1983; correspondence, minutes of Trustees and reports, 1958-91. [DR/1/183].
(Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 1 page.
4086. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. Torosay Library Committee. Minute book, 1897-1908.
[DR/1/185]. (Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 1 page.
4087. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. Parlane MacFarlane. Memorandum book relating to
farms in Faslane, Auchengaich, Auchenvennel and Stuckenduff, 1829-32; memorandum books for
farms in Faslane, 1843-67. [DR/1/186]. (Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 1 page.
4088. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. The Parent Coal Carbonisation Trust Ltd. Prospectus
with references to experiments at the Campbeltown Colliery, 1929. [DR/1/190].
(Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 1 page.
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4089. Argyll and Bute Council Archives. Joseph Gundry & Co. Ltd. Sales journal, 1954-61;
sales balances journal, 1952-58; purchase journal, 1950-57; petty cash book, 1951-59;
correspondence A-Z, 1955; orders Campbeltown and Bridport, 1955; file relating to “The Scottish
Net Manufacturers’ Association”, 1952-55. [DR/20]. (Archivist, Argyll and Bute.) 2 pages.
4091. Angus Local Studies Centre. Records of local businesses. Includes: Montrose Royal
Asylum, Infirmary and Dispensary, committee of managers’ minute books, 1839-1940, rules of
regulations for Montrose Royal Infirmary, nd. [MS 27]; Brechin Dispensary: minutes, 1823-70 [MS
36]; Tarry Mills: cash book, 1803-23 [MS 97]; Rosemount Stables: minutes, 1975-89, cash book,
1979-84 [MS 266]; Arbroath Banking Company and Strang’s mortification: 1846-68 [MS 115];
Montrose Post Office: Head Office establishment books, 1895-1962, absence records, 1919-24
[MS 290]; Chapel and Alexander, Solicitors. Legal papers relating to several families including:
David Ormond of Arbroath, 1837-46; J D Winton, 1861-68; Edward James Leslie, 1865-98; David
Gibb, 1881-83 [MS 294]; Francis Webster’s Alma Works: sasines, 1666-1798 [MS 331]; William &
Son Ltd: accounts, 1869-1905 [MS 351]; R Carnegie, Arrat Farm: diaries, 1917-72, cash book,
1914-1971, wages books, 1917-64. [MS 404]; Aberbothrie Farm: wages book, 1858-80 [MS 154];
William Shepherd, printer and stationer, Forfar: scrapbooks, 1855-1953 [MS 166].
Personal and family papers. Includes: Margaret Forrest Mills: diaries, 1910-13, Nature Revels
Journal, 1910-13, scrapbooks and manuscript novels, 1914-45 [MS 1]; Alexander Nairn of
Drumkilbo: correspondence, 1650-54 [MS 2]; Andrew Low: witness declarations, 1784 [MS3];
Samuel Chalmers, Osnaburg trader: correspondence, 1740-54 [MS 5]; James Paton: sermons,
1762-94 [MS 22]; George Beattie: defence of his relationship with Miss Gibson copy ms, 1835
[MS 23]; John Milne and Clement Mundle: correspondence, 1935-40 [MS 33]; David Dakers Black:
papers and correspondence relating to his “History of Brechin”, 1838-66 [MS 45]; Southesk Estate
papers: teinds due, 1934-39; legal papers, 1596-1862 [MS 56]; Frederick A Ferguson: papers
regarding the Third Statistical Account of Brechin, 1949-52; local historical and antiquarian
notebooks, 1925-52 [MS 59]; David Clark, midshipman: letters regarding life on board ship and life
in Jamaica, 1797-99 [MS 65]; William Dorward, Burgess of Arbroath: personal and family papers,
1803-71 [MS 72]; Renny family miscellany, family papers, 1797-1879 [MS 104]; Smart of Kinclune:
title deeds, 1640-82 [MS 277]; Ogilvie of Baldovie: legal papers, 1614-86 [MS 278]; Alexander
Laing: poetry, 1816-21, notebook, nd; [MS 43, MS 341 and MS 346]; Provost John Mollison, Lt
Col in the Brechin Volunteers: accounts, 1780-1813, correspondence, 1788-1804 [MS 417];
George Hamilton Soutar: Nether Tenements of Caldhame titles, 1712-1950 [MS 418]; William
Marshall: legal papers, 1665-82 [MS 362-3]; Duke of Cumberland: warrant for apprehending
certain persons for assisting the Rebels in 1745, 24 Feb 1746 [MS 439]; Andrew Jervise, historian:
papers and manuscripts, 1869-78 [MS 170]; Charles Jamieson and Isabella Jamieson: letters,
1912-16, notebooks re wedding, nd; Catherine Hollingsworth: papers regarding speech therapy
and youth theatre, 1925-1957 [MS 473 and MS 485]; Binny family: burghal research, 1917 [MS
198]; Professor William B Stevenson, correspondence and papers concerning Strang’s
mortification, 1847-1952 [MS 209]; Inglis family of Edzell: papers, 1838-1898 [MS 225]; Alexander
Herald: “The Maid of the Valley”, 1836 [MS 230]; Renny family, Arbroath: family papers, 1797-1879
[MS 104]; Mabell Ogilvy: notebook, 1901 [MS 232]; John Stevenson, “Mycologia Scotia”, nd [MS
234]; Annie Raynes: “My life during the siege of Mafeking”, nd [MS 239]; Low family:
correspondence regarding clock making, 1959-60 [MS 251]; Robert Scott of Millden: manuscript
music, 1806-90 [MS 256]; Scott Skinner: manuscript music, 1906-16 [MS 257]; J M Barrie: letters,
1906-1918 [MS 258]; Fowlis Easter Estate: cash books, 1839-91 [MS 275]; Farquarson of
Broughdearg: estate papers. 1638-83 [MS 276]; James Chalmers: portfolio regarding the postal
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stamp, 1825-38 [MS 80]; Patrick Chalmers and James Chalmers: correspondence regarding
foreign trip, 1844-46; Rev John Bruce: “Statistical Account of Forfar Restenneth”, 1793 [MS 119];
Major George Erskine of Kilbuddo: Book of Erskine, 1542-1914 [MS 122]; Wedderburn of Pearsie,
farm accounts, 1833-56 [MS 128]; Bailie David T Adam: papers regarding Forfar, 1965-68 [MS
173]; Burgess tickets, 1789-1807 [MS 188-195 and MS 98-102]; James Thomson (d. 1864):
Archaeologia Horrestia, 1827 [MS 167].
Records of churches and societies. Includes: The Associate Congregation of Brechin: minute
books, 1764-1821, collection books, 1786-1859 [MS 6]; Montrose Female Society: minutes, 181724 [MS 20]: Montrose Burying Grounds: receipts, 1839-55 [MS 21]; Montrose Young Men’s Union:
minutes, 1859-64 [MS 28]; Montrose Girls Club: minutes, 1944-65, scrap book, 1914-52 [MS 30];
Brechin Total Abstinence Society: minutes, 1853-1963 [MS 34]; Menmuir Parochial Board;
applications for relief, 1856-1893, [MS 37]; St James Lodge of Gardeners: minutes, 1784-1834
[MS 38]; Old Wright’s Society: minutes, 1826-1885 [MS 44]; Brechin Ladies Permanent Coal Fund,
minutes, 1861-1948 [MS 47]; Brechin Amateur Musical Society: minutes, 1876-1967 [MS 48]; List
of certificates for hair powder, 1795 [MS 52]; City Club Brechin: membership, 1901-64,
subscription books, 1918-64, cash books, 1903-43 [MS 58]; National Union of Boot and Shoe
Operatives: minutes, 1886-1918 [MS 61]; Ladies Clothing Society of Arbroath: minutes, 1840-1927
[MS 62]; Arbroath Literary Club: minutes, 1872-1923 [MS 64]; Arbroath District Nursing
Association: minutes, 1899-1958 [MS 83]; Educational Institute of Scotland, Angus branch:
minutes, 1919-65 [MS 87]; Independent Labour Party: minutes, 1908-39 [MS 88]; Arbroath
Scientific and Natural History Association: minutes, 1883-1938 [MS 91]; Arbroath’s Glovers
Friendly Society: minutes, 1802-34 [MS 94]; Forfar Baptist Church, minutes, 1872-1926 [MS 116];
Canmore Angling Club, minutes, 1910-69, cash book, 1877-1968 [MS 126]; Forfar Business and
Professional Women’s Club, minutes, 1947-81 [MS 135]; Forfar Railway miscellany: Caledonian
Railway, instruction for the routing of traffic, 1903-35, London Midland and Scottish Railway
Company, lists of stations, 1946 [MS 175]; Brechin Soup Kitchen: committee minutes, 1878-83
[MS 186]; Brechin Mechanics’ Literary and Scientific Institution: minutes, 1835-96 [MS 187];
Menmuir kirkyard burial book, 1860-1928 [MS 200]; First Ward Electors’ Committee, Arbroath:
minutes, 1956-76 [MS 260]; Angus Agricultural Association: roll of members, 1878-1903 [MS 269];
Brechin Arts Guild: minutes, 1951-92 [MS 273]; Montrose Women’s Business and Professional
Club: minutes, 1948-1992 [MS 291]; Montrose Natural History and Antiquarian Society: minutes,
1836-1973 [MS 292]; Forfar Factory Workers’ Union: minutes, 1937-74 [MS 293]; Brechin
Incorporated Trades: minutes, 1816-21 [MS 387]; British Women’s Temperance Association
Arbroath Branch: minutes, 1914-36 [MS 401]; Arbroath Recorded Music Club: minutes, 1958-94
[MS 412]; Angus Agricultural Association: minutes and prize lists, 1866-1981 [MS 446]; Montrose
Ladies Clothing Society: minutes, 1838-1926 [MS 62]; Records of schools and libraries. Includes:
Brechin High School and Former Pupils’ Association: minutes, 1908-19 [MS 171, MS 357 and
379]; Brechin Grammar School: correspondence, 1832-53 [MS 379]; Brechin Infant School:
minutes, 1835-1973 [MS 112]; Montrose Trades Library: minutes, 1855-1904 [MS 447]; Montrose
Subscription Library: minutes, 1810-1956 [MS 449]; Montrose Public Library: stock books, 190535, minutes, 1909-73 [MS 450]; Montrose Public Library Book Club: minutes, 1909-73 [MS 8];
Forfar Free Library: minutes, 1866-1975 [MS 453]; Arbroath Public Library: minutes, 1896-1975
[MS 452]; Arbroath Subscription Library: minutes, 1797-1896 [MS 451]; Brechin Public Library:
minutes, 1890-1975 [MS 479].
Records of incorporated trades and guilds. Includes: Forfar Tailors’ Incorporation: minute books,
1647-1789; Act book, 1619-75; accounts, 1791-1844 [MS 488]; Forfar Shoemakers’ Incorporation:
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minutes, 1626-1846, agreements, 1649-1737 [MS 489]; Arbroath Shoemakers’ Incorporation:
minutes; 1738-1937 [MS 490]; Brechin Shoemakers’ Incorporation: minutes, 1600-1849 [MS 491];
Forfar Weavers’ Incorporation: minutes, 1627-1826 [MS 492]; Brechin Bakers’ Incorporation:
treasurers’ accounts, 1676-1867 [MS 493]; Brechin Tailors’ Incorporation: minutes, 1660-1885 [MS
494]; Arbroath Hammermens’ Incorporation: minutes, 1844-1938 [MS 495]; Arbroath Glover
Incorporation: minutes, 1653-1938 [MS 496]; Arbroath Guildry: accounts, 1800-94, legal papers,
1726-1871 [MS 444 and 497]; Brechin Guildry: minutes, 1629-1845 [MS 475].
Public records. Includes: Convenery Court of Arbroath: minutes, 1751-1938 [MS 499]; Montrose
Harbour Board: minutes, 1837-1963; letter books, 1914-56; Registers of pilots licences, 18851958 [MS 403]; Burgess Act from Brechin Town Council, 1792-1806 [MS 365-369]; Forfar: burgess
tickets, 1997-1820 [MS 4]. (Archivist, Angus Local Studies Centre.) Partly replaces Surveys 2182,
2183, 2184, 2185 & 2186. 549 pages.
4093. British Medical Association: Scottish Office. Scottish Committee: agenda, documents
and minutes (indexed), 1940-57; Scottish Council: agendas, minutes and documents (indexed),
1957-2000. General Medical Services Committee (Scotland): agendas, minutes and documents
(indexed), 1949-70. Scottish General Medical Services Committee: agendas, minutes and
documents, 1970-98; minutes, 1976-89. Scottish General Practitioners Committee: agendas,
minutes and documents, 1998-2000. Scottish Central Medical War Committee: agendas, minutes
and documents, 1938-52. Central Consultants and Specialists Committee: agendas, minutes and
documents (indexed), 1949-67. Scottish Medical Academic Staff Committee: agendas, minutes
and documents, 1999-2000. Scottish Committee for Hospital Medical Services: agendas, minutes
and documents (indexed), 1967-2000. Scottish Committee for Community Medicine: agendas,
minutes and documents (indexed), 1975-85. Scottish Committee for Community Medicine and
Community Health: agendas, minutes and documents (indexed), 1985-99. Scottish Hospital Staff
Group Council/Committee: agendas minutes and documents (partially indexed), 1950-89. Joint
Consultants Committee (Scotland): files relating to agendas, minutes and documents, 1949-80;
agendas, minutes and documents, 1949-2000. Scottish Negotiating Committee: agendas, minutes
and documents (indexed), 1947-49. NHS (Scotland) Review Subcommittee: minutes, 1952-3.
Scottish Club: minutes, 1979-89; membership lists, 1984-88; correspondence with Martin, Fraser
and Milligan, 1976-86; accounts, 1983-88; correspondence, 1979-88; papers relating to the
Sheriff’s Office and the Committee of Managements, 1981-85; minutes, 1971; membership lists,
1979; agendas, minutes and documents, 1980-88. Scottish Hospital Junior Staff Committee:
agendas, minutes and documents, 1978-91. Scottish Junior Doctors Committee: agendas,
minutes and documents, 1991-2000; committee lists, 1950-1981. BMA Lothian Division: minutes,
1925-71; papers, 1890-1970. BMA Edinburgh Division: minutes, 1897-1944. NW Edinburgh
Division: minutes, 1910-11. Edinburgh and Leith Medical Practitioners Association: minutes, 190811; accounts, 1909-13; ledger, 1906-13; subscription book, 1910-11; guest list book, 1908-12. R
W Craig: lecture notes, 1901. BMA South East Regional Consultants and Specialists Committee:
records, 1958-69. (Information Management Officer, British Medical Association.) Replaces Survey
3354. 10 pages.
4094. Edinburgh City Archives. South Leith Parish Taxation Records. Extent rolls, 1723-1855;
extent rolls for St Anthony’s and Yardheads, 1802-27; rolls of locality, 1745-46; town tax, 17721807; land tax and trade stent, 1788-1865; South Bridge money, 1788-91; Bridewell or prison
money; 1791-1869; sailors’ money, 1795; militia money, 1797-1815; poor rate assessment, 17981819; King’s cess and town tax, 1772-1808; trade stent, 1813-62; land tax, 1827-31; road money,
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1837-69; Leith district road trust, assessment in lieu of state labour, 1837-70; extent for water
supply from Lochend, 1752; accounts or the receipt of cess, 1741-67; accounts for receipt of road
money, 1808-50; accounts for the receipt of land tax, 1838-40; accounts for money received for
water from Lochend, 1864. [SL219]. (Archivist, Edinburgh City.) 40 pages.
4095. Argyll & Bute Council Archives. Scottish Women’s Rural Institute, Dervaig. File of minute
and report sheets, including membership lists, 1926-50; minutes of General Meetings, 1953-79;
Secretary’s letter book, 1984-97; volume containing minutes of the General Meetings and Yearly
Reports, 1926-52; papers including report on the formation of the institute. (Archivist, Argyll &
Bute.) 1 page.
4096. Argyll & Bute Council Archives. MacArthur Stewart, solicitors. Oban & District Tourist
Association: Minutes, 1959-63; Abstract of Accounts, 1960-70; Constitution, 1959; reports, 1962;
press cuttings, 1959-62. Oban & District Shopkeepers’ Association: minutes, 1948-68; objections
to one-way traffic system, 1960. Oban & District Hotel & Boarding House Association: minutes,
1956-58; Abstract of Accounts, 1959-73; Chairman’s Report, 1952-72; Memorial regarding
licensing hours, 1951-63; press cuttings 1955-63. Oban Bay Shipyard Ltd: Directors’ minutes,
1947-51; share certificates, 1947-50; Memorandum and Articles of Association, 1947; Abstract of
Accounts, 1947-49; reports, 1947-48; agreements, 1947-51. Business papers: Loch Etive Cruises
Ltd, 1963-64; D Campbell & Co (Dalmally) Ltd, merchants, 1946; Argyll Concrete Products Ltd,
1946; Crinan Hotel Ltd, 1937-48; Ian MacKenzie (Iona) Ltd, 1950-56; Donald Hunter (Oban) Ltd,
fish merchants, 1947. Glen Etive Estate, including plans, correspondence and references to the
fish hatchery and artificial loch. [DR/13]. (Archivist, Argyll & Bute.) 7 pages.
4097. Fettes College, Edinburgh. Minutes, 1836-1963; accounting records, 1825-1973; salaries
and wages books, 1960-73; registers, including applications for admission, boarders,
foundationers and exhibitions, 1864-65; reports, 1887-1958; college lists, 1972-2000, Fettesian,
1878-2001; examination papers, 1871-1979; miscellaneous records, 1873-1971. (Archivist, Fettes
College.) Replaces Survey 3409. 6 pages.
4098. Royal College of Nursing, Edinburgh. Queen’s Nursing Institute, Scotland. Annual
reports, 1916-86. Committees and funds: Executive committee minutes, 1922-53; Education
Committee minutes and correspondence, 1978-92; County Representatives’ Committee minutes,
1923-49; Nursing committee minutes, 1924-53; Advisory Committee on the work of the Nurse
Commissioners for Tuberculosis in Scotland minutes, 1934-49; Finance committee minutes,
1921-53; HRH The Duchess of York’s fund papers, 1932-61. Financial papers: accounts ledger,
1955-81; legacies, 1929-67; subscriptions and donations, 1947-61; salaries to Superintendents,
Inspectors and Queen’s Nurses, 1932-38; Scottish Queen’s Nurses’ Mutual Thrift Fund Society:
accounts, 1955-74. Nursing associations: Comrie District Nursing Association; 1920-54; QVJIN
Galashiels Branch, 1899-1920; Leith Jubilee Nurses Association, 1920-33; Prestonpans and
Cockenzie Nursing Association, 1900-28; Federation of District Nursing for Perth and Kinross,
1942-48; Fife County Nursing Association, 1925-45. Centenary papers, including centenary
essays, 1989. Occasional papers and nursing journals, 1948-82. [QNI/A-H]. (Archivist, Royal
College of Nursing.) Replaces Survey 3774. 16 pages.
4099. Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. Mrs Margaret W Menzies
Campbell (1893-1990), Dental Fellow of RCPSG: lecture notes, 1976-81; Menzies Campbell
Collection; articles, 1963-64; lists relating to the collection of odontological advertisements, nd.
[RCSPG 15]. The Ladies’ Guild of the Royal Medical Benevolent Fund, Glasgow Branch: minutes,
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1911-70; financial records, 1911-52; annual returns, 1926-45; correspondence and papers, 192584; social activities, 1950-86; annual reports, 1922-84 [RCSPG 16]. Dr John Mackinlay (d 1988),
Fellow of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Glasgow and of the RCPSG:
articles and papers, 1972-92; lectures to the Senior Fellows’ Club, 1980-92; papers relating to
medical biographies [RCSPG 17]. Dr Peter Mackenzie (d 1994), Fellow of RCPSG: tape and video
interviews (including transcripts) with eminent physicians, 1984-94 [RCSPG 18]. Dr John Marshall
Cowan (1870-1947), Physician to the King: articles and photographs relating to Robert Cowan,
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence, University of Glasgow; John B Cowan, Regius Professor of
Materia Medica, University of Glasgow and John M Cowan, 1839-c1949 [RCSPG 21]. D C Miln (fl
1935-57), Fellow of RCPSG: material relating to the biography of J H Pringle (fl 1863-1941)
surgeon, 1960-77 [RCSPG 34]. Glasgow University Medical School contribution to East Africa:
booklets, reports and letters, 1962-84 [RCSPG 35]. Mr William Barr Stirling (1914-88), Urological
Surgeon, Fellow of RCPSG: report on visit to Germany, 1936; talks and articles, 1966-1980;
material relating for the Senior Fellows Club, 1980 [RCSPG 37]. Dr John Kennedy (d 1914),
Surgeon to the Glasgow Central Dispensary: lecture notes and certificates, 1883-90 [RCSPG 38].
Dr R Leishman (fl 1948-64) Ophthalmologist: publications, 1958-67 [RCSPG 42]. Mr William Stillar,
MC (fl 1939-48): papers relating to the Glasgow Epsilon Club, 1938-63 [RCSPG 43]. Dr Gavin
Shaw (1919- ) Cardiologist: papers relating to Glasgow Southern General Hospital, 1924-90;
papers relating to the RCSPG, 1955-88; photographs, 1938-94 [RCSPG 44]. Sir Andrew Watt Kay
(1916- ) President of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons: letters received, 1948-81;
unpublished addresses, 1977-83; honorary degree presentations, 1966-81; material relating to his
retirement, 1981; newspaper cuttings, 1939-81; educational awards and honorary titles, 1933-81;
photographs, c1960-1988 [RCSPG 46]. Glasgow Eye Infirmary: papers of William Mackenzie,
1839-1961 [RCSPG 47]. Dr Watt (b 1774), compiler of Bibliotheca Brittanica: book of lectures,
1812 [RCSPG 48]. Mr Roy Frew Young (1879-1948), President of the Royal Faculty of Physicians
and Surgeons (1940-42): photographs, 1914-42 [RCSPG 49]. Dr James Ferguson Boyd (fl 194687): lecture notes, 1946-48 [RCSPG 51]. Dr Alexander Dale (1901-64) Superintendent of
Mearnskirk Hospital: certificates of qualification, 1916-25, testimonials and appointments, c 190761; war service, 1919-43; general correspondence, 1937-57; articles and works, 1930-49; Meeting
of the Tuberculosis Society of Scotland, 1931, Dr J A Wilson Memorial Fund, 1947, Peter Pan
Fund 1949-51, Opening of the Thoracic Unit, 1947; Garden Fetes, 1950-61; the Society of
Thoracic Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland, meeting at Mearnskirk; 1954-55; Swiss sanatorium
scheme, 1950-56; study tour in Denmark, 1953-1960; functions and events, 1931-75; retirement
presentation and memorial service, 1961-65; items relating to Newton Mearns, 1934-58;
photographs at Mearnskirk Hospital, 1907-61; photographs taken during the Second World War,
1941-46. Dr Elizabeth Dale (1906- ) Medical Officer of Cytology: certificates of qualification, 192933; correspondence, 1946-90; items relating to prescriptions, 1939-63; newspaper articles relating
to Mearnskirk and the Health Service, 1975-95 [RCSPG 52]. Professor Irving J Selikoff (fl 192591), Director of the Division of Environmental and Occupational Medicine at Mount Sinai: lecture
notes, 1938-41; photograph, 1991 [RCSPG 53]. Dr A M Sutherland (1909-2000), obstetrician and
gynaecologist: correspondence, 1936-94; reprints and publications, 1937-97; records of private
patients, 1945-94 [RCSPG 54]. Professor Thomas Gibson (1915-93) plastic surgeon: case notes
relating to the “second set” phenomena, 1942; photographs and correspondence relating to
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